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Wholesale Price-List 2022

Abutilon hybridum Flowering Maple
P1 Hh perennial pot, border 250 s/gr

MP00007 0020.9130 Giantflowering mixture

Acanthus Bear's Breeches
perennial border, solitary, pot 5 s/gr

MP00013 0040.5200 mollis

Achillea filipendulina Fernleaf Yarrow
P1 perennial border, cutting, field flower 6500 s/gr

MP00017 0060.2620 Parker's Variety (Cloth of Gold)

Achillea millefolium Common Yarrow
P1 perennial border, cutting, field flower 6000 s/gr

MP00028 0060.5130 QIS® Cassis FSQ Glowing deep red, fully first year flowering, 60 cm

MP00022 0060.5120 Cerise Queen Improved cherry red, for border and cutting, 60 cm

MP00023 0060.9450 F2 Summer Pastels pastel mix grown as annual cut flower, 60 cm

MP00024 0060.9460 Colorado Mixture red, rose, pink, yellow and white mixed, 60 cm

MP00021 0060.5190 white wild type, 40 cm

Achillea ptarmica Sneezewort
P1 perennial border, bedding 3300 s/gr

MP00019 0060.5800 The Pearl semi-double white

Adonis Pheasant's Eye
annual border, field flower 135 s/gr

MP00059 0110.0200 aestivalis

Agapanthus praecox orientalis African Lily
P1 Hh perennial border, pot, cutting 125 s/gr

MP00064 0140.5600 Blue Umbrella

MP00062 0140.5650 White Umbrella

Rewarding garden and patio plant with pendant, bell-shaped flowers, 90 cm

Classic garden perennial with flat golden yellow flower heads on long stems, 120 cm

Sprays of semi-double white flowers on compact plants. For annual bedding or as a hardy 
perennial in the border, 50 cm

Blood red annual, often used in large surface flower mixtures, 30 cm. Cold germinator

(Agapanthus umbellatus) Excellent patio plant with flowers in umbels on long stems, 100 cm. Not 
hardy except in mild climates

Impressive plant with large white/rose spikes and attractive foliage. Drought tolerant. Suitable for 
border, solitary, tubs

Very attractive cut flowers and border plants with numerous stems and flat flower heads in fancy 
colours
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Agastache rugosa (A. scrophularaeifolia) Korean Mint
P1 perennial border, cutting 2400 s/gr

MP00056 0146.2000 Liquorice blue

new BI00056 0146.2006 Liquorice blue ORGANIC

MP00057 0146.2100 Liquorice white

Ageratum houstonianum (mexicanum) Flossflower
annual bedding, border, cutting

MP00092 0160.4400 Bavaria bicolor, tetra, good for bedding, 35 cm, 4800 s/gr

MP00095 0160.4260 Blue Mink large tetraploid flowers, compact, 25 cm, 4000 s/gr

MP00099 0160.1320 Florist Blue for border and cutting, 60 cm, 7000 s/gr

Ageratum QIS® Bouquet Flossflower
annual border, cutting 6000 s/gr

new MP00098 0160.1500 QIS® Bouquet Blue

new MP00100 0160.1600 QIS® Bouquet White

Agrostemma Corncockle
annual border, field flower, cutting

coeli-rose Rose of Heaven: see Viscaria

MP01545 0190.3250 githago milas lilac rose, 100 cm, 160 s/gr

new BI01545 0190.3256 githago milas ORGANIC

MP01543 0190.4000 githago Ocean Pearls white, 100 cm, 160 s/gr

new BI01543 0190.4006 githago Ocean Pearls ORGANIC

MP01544 0190.3280 githago Purple Queen large dark-veined purple blooms, cut flower, 100 cm, 160 s/gr

MP01547 0190.3260 githago purple, wild type Nielle des Blés, small flowered purple, 50 cm, 90 s/gr

BI01547 0190.3266 githago wild type ORGANIC

Ajuga Bugleweed
perennial ground cover, bedding 800 s/gr

MP00103 0220.6300 reptans

Alcea ficifolia Hollyhock
P1 perennial border 95 s/gr

MP07238 0242.9200 Happy Lights mixture FS Novelty awarded for a unique colour range, normal seed

MP07239 0242.9204 Happy Lights mixture (clean sds) 200 s/gr

Attractive free flowering annuals, frequently used in flower mixtures. Best when direct sown

Rosettes of glossy foliage and blue flowers in spikes, 10 cm. For shady spots.

Long spikes of large single flowers in a splendid colour range, 150 cm. When sown early it will 
flower the first year

Good selections for cutting with tall, sturdy stems, in blue and white, 60 cm. Also suitable for 
summer borders thanks to their weather resistance and long flowering period.

Bushy plant with short flower spikes and aromatic foliage, 70 cm

Long-flowering cool season annual with true blue ´pussy foot´ flowers
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Alcea rosea Hollyhock
P1 annual/biennial border

MP07230 0242.6500 nigra The Watchman normal seed, 135 s/gr

MP07231 0242.6504 nigra The Watchman (clean sds) 200 s/gr

Alcea rosea Chater's (normal seed) Hollyhock
P1 biennial/annual border 110 s/gr

MP07221 0242.6110 Chater's violet

MP07213 0242.6140 Chater's golden-yellow

MP07222 0242.6150 Chater's maroon

MP07215 0242.6160 Chater's rose-pink

MP07217 0242.6170 Chater's salmon-pink

MP07220 0242.6180 Chater's scarlet

MP07211 0242.6190 Chater's white

MP07223 0242.9150 Chater's choice mixed field grown

MP07210 0242.9158 Chater's Formula Mixture of separate colors

Alcea rosea Chater's (clean seed) Hollyhock
P1 biennial/annual border 200 s/gr

MP07207 0242.6114 Chater's violet

MP07203 0242.6144 Chater's golden-yellow

MP07209 0242.6154 Chater's maroon

MP07204 0242.6164 Chater's rose-pink

MP07205 0242.6174 Chater's salmon-pink

MP07206 0242.6184 Chater's scarlet

MP07201 0242.6194 Chater's white

MP07208 0242.9154 Chater's Formula Mixture

Alstroemeria aurantiaca Inca Lily
Hh perennial border, cutting 50 s/gr

MP00117 0320.9100 QIS® Devotion shades of pink and hot pink, bushy habit

Alyssum Basket-of-Gold
perennial ground cover, rock, border

Alyssum maritimum: see Lobularia

MP00128 0340.7600 montanum Mountain Gold bright yellow, mid green foliage, early, 15 cm, 600 s/gr

MP00127 0340.7720 saxatile comp. Gold Dust deep yellow, lanceolate leaves, 20 cm, 1000 s/gr

Description: see above. Clean seeds are offered for easy germination

Delicate flowers marked with dark-coloured lines and whiskers, 70 cm. Cold germinator

(Aurinia) Winter green rich-flowering plants, valued as rock- and alpine gardens

Border plant with long flower spikes and large single flowers of a unique dark maroon colour, 150 
cm

Impressive border plant with fully double flowers along the stems, 200 cm. When sown early it will 
flower the first year
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Amaranthus caudatus Love-lies-Bleeding
annual cutting, border 1500 s/gr

MP00187 0350.1100 red deep red

MP00188 0350.1180 viridis lime green

MP00116 0350.9058 red and green mix

MP08902 0350.1120 Pony Tails (Red Pearls) red pearly plumes, superior

MP08908 0350.1130 Mira bicolor red and green hanging "dreadlocks"

Amaranthus cruentus QIS® Blood Amaranth
annual cutting, border 1500 s/gr

MP08906 0350.5810 QIS® Red Tower deep red spikes, scarlet foliage, very uniform strain

MP08905 0350.5800 QIS® Green Tower green spikes, green foliage, very uniform strain

MP08907 0350.5898 QIS® Tower red and green mix

Amaranthus cruentus Prince's Feather
annual cutting, border 1500 s/gr

MP00190 0350.5750 Oeschberg (Aiguille Rouge) scarlet, upright growth

MP00192 0350.5770 Red Cathedral Superior (Dôme Rouge)deep red spikes

MP00242 0350.5920 Elephant's Head (Fat Spike) upright, "dreadlocks" spikes

MP00191 0350.5910 Hot Biscuits tall bronze spikes

MP00159 0350.5930 Velvet Curtains crimson foliage

Amaranthus hypochondriacus Prince's Feather
annual cutting, border 1500 s/gr

MP00193 0350.3530 Green Thumb (Flèche verte) green upright spikes

MP00194 0350.3560 Pygmy Torch (Flèche rouge) crimson upright spikes

MP00327 0350.9100 Mixture

Amaranthus tricolor Summer Poinsettia
annual bedding, border 1500 s/gr

MP00186 0350.0740 (bicolor) Aurora creamy yellow upper leaves

MP00224 0350.3120 Early Splendour glowing cherry red foliage turning chocolate brown

Ammi majus Bishop's Weed
annual cutting, border 1700 s/gr

MP00291 0362.6000 QIS® Queen of Africa the secondary umbels do not overgrow the main flower

new MP00332 0362.6200 Graceland

MP00214 0362.5000 white white umbels, standard strain for home gardening

Productive cut and dry flower with long pendulous spikes that can be sown at intervals from 
spring until the longest day, 100 cm

(A. paniculatus) Cut and dry flower with bold upright spikes. Suitable for plug prod., 100 cm

Popular cut and dry flower used to fill the 'gap' between two crops due to their fast growth (so-flo 
8-10 weeks), 40 cm

Ornamental 'summer poinsettia' with variegated foliage. For sheltered, sunny sites, 50 cm

Queen of Africa is an excellent cut flower. It is less susceptible to low light conditions, hence 
suitable for greenhouse culture, 120 cm

Popular cut and dry flower used to fill the 'gap' between two crops due to their fast growth (so-flo 
8-10 weeks), 60-100 cm
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Ammi visnaga Toothpick-Plant
annual cutting, border 1000 s/gr

MP00335 0362.8200 QIS® Casablanca uniform strain for cutting, 80 cm

MP00213 0362.8060 Green Mist tall free flowering selection, 120 cm

Ammobium alatum Winged Everlasting
annual cutting, border 2100 s/gr

MP00215 0368.0330 Grandiflorum

Anacyclus depressus Mount Atlas Daisy
perennial rock, ground cover, pot 1400 s/gr

MP00217 0370.1600 Spring Carpet Will thrive in a rock wall, basket or gravel garden

Anchusa capensis Cape Bugloss
biennial/annual border, bedding 400 s/gr

MP00328 0400.1010 Blue Angel

Anemone sylvestris Windflower
perennial border, ground cover 2600 s/gr

MP00299 0420.6750 Madonna (clean seeds) happy and tough ground cover for partially shaded areas

Anethum graveolens Dill
Annual border, cutting, herb 600 s/gr

MP00323 0430.3380 Vierling tall, sturdy selection

Anthemis Dyer's chamomile
P1 perennial border, field flower

MP00333 0460.6850 tinctoria Kelwayi golden yellow, 75 cm, 2100 s/gr

Anthriscus sylvestris Queen Anne's Lace
perennial field flower 120 s/gr

MP00338 0480.6700 wild type Cerfeuil des bois

Delightful herb used both for cooking and picking.

Bushy plant topped with many daisy-like flowers

Very early flowering species with with white umbels above ferny foliage, 90 cm

Cute little white daisies with red reverse on a mat of low, finely cut foliage, 10-15 cm. Blooms from 
late spring well into the summer

Early and compact bedding plant with blue forget-me-not flowers, 30 cm. Prechill at 4ºC for 1 week

Delightful late spring bloomer with delicate, pure white, lightly fragrant flowers above deep green 
divided foliage, 30 cm

Cut flower selection with large greenish white umbels

Bushy annual for dry flower production, 70 cm. For dry flower production. The flowers can be dyed.
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Anthyllis vulneraria Kidney Vetch
perennial field flower 350

MP00341 0500.6000 Kidney vetch

new BI00341 0500.6006 Kidney vetch ORGANIC

Antirrhinum majus maximum Snapdragon
annual border, cutting 7500 s/gr

new BI03312 0520.9416 Bertrand's Giant Mix ORGANIC superior selection with sturdy stems, 90 cm

MP03335 0520.9050 choice mixed tall mixture in many shades and colours, 90 cm

MP03350 0520.9025 Tetra mixed large flowered bicolor mixture, 70 cm

Antirrhinum majus semi-dwarf Snapdragon
annual border, bedding, rock

MP03360 0520.9430 Majestic mixed large flowers, base-branched habit, 40 cm, 7500 s/gr

Antirrhinum majus nanum Snapdragon
annual border, bedding, rock

MP03400 0520.9040 Tom Thumb mixed upright habit, for bedding, 20 cm, 7500 s/gr

MP03399 0520.9045 Magic Carpet compact and spreading,15 cm, 9000 s/gr

Aquilegia vulgaris Barlow Columbine
perennial cutting, border 500 s/gr

MP00273 0540.7550 Nora Barlow pink white edged

new BI00273 0540.7556 Nora Barlow ORGANIC

MP00270 0540.9000 Black Barlow

MP00274 0540.9100 Rose Barlow rose-pink

MP00272 0540.9200 Purple Barlow purple blue, white edged

MP00271 0540.9300 Blue Barlow violet blue

MP00275 0540.9400 White Barlow

MP00337 0540.9500 Bordeaux Barlow deep red

MP00276 0540.9900 Barlow formula mixture

Aquilegia Columbine
perennial border 800 s/gr

MP00251 0540.0350 alpina large blue flowers, short spurred, 40 cm

MP00253 0540.9160 caerulea McKana Giants long spurred mix in many bright colours, 80 cm

MP00236 0540.9350 caerulea Mrs Scott Elliott long-spurred mixture, 80 cm

MP00255 0540.1200 chrysantha Yellow Queen pure yellow with large spurs, 80 cm

MP00252 0540.7560 vulgaris plena mixed mix of spurless double Columbine, 80 cm

Fully double, upward facing spurless Columbine. The best series for professional cut flower 
production. Also attractive in the border, 80 cm

Delightful Columbines for the perennial border

yelllow flowering wild flower and food plant, 35 cm

Pretty snapdragons for bedding.

Excellent cut flowers for hobby gardening

Popular Snapdragon selections for the garden
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Arabis caucasica (A. alpina) Rock cress
perennial rock, border 4000 s/gr 

MP00356 0550.0330 Caucasus Sun (Hermine) white, compact plant habit, 15 cm

MP00359 0550.0370 Snowball white, 30 cm

MP00362 0550.0360 Rosea pink shades, 20 cm

Armeria maritima Sea Thrift
perennial rock, border

MP07690 0680.9660 Splendens (Laucheana) normal seeds, 750 s/gr

MP07693 0680.7008 Pink Lusitanica deep pink, clean seeds, 1500 s/gr

Asclepias curassavica Tropical Milkweed
Hh perennial/annual  cutting, border 465 s/gr

MP70400 0720.1458 Red Butterfly (clipped seed) orange red flower umbels, 60-70 cm

Asclepias incarnata Swamp Milkweed
P1 perennial cutting, border 235 s/gr

MP70413 0720.3858 Soulmate (clipped seed) deep rose

MP70411 0720.2008 Milkmaid (clipped seed) white

Asclepias tuberosa Butterfly Weed
P1 perennial cutting, border 200 s/gr

MP70398 0720.6908 Orange Butterfly (clipped seed)

Asparagus
greenhouse perennial pot, cutting

MP00412 0730.4100 densiflorus Meyeri upright fox tail branches with needle-like leaves, 20 S/gr

MP00406 0730.4000 densiflorus Sprengeri bright green arching branches with needle-like leaves, 20 S/gr

MP00402 0730.3220 setaceus (plumosus nanus) fine, dark green fern-like foliage, 20 s/gr

MP00408 0730.6400 falcatus long, linear dark green leaves, climber, 10 s/gr

MP00416 0730.7300 asparagoides (medeoloides) broad, glossy foliage, 100 s/gr

MP00404 0730.7500 retrofractus (myriocladus) upright stems with dense pom-poms of lacy foliage, 20 s/gr

Asphodeline lutea King's Spear
perennial border, field flower 55 s/gr

MP00415 0750.4900 Yellow Candle

Robust plant for large plantings in garden and park, and as cutflower with a long vase life, 100 cm

Professional cutflower, base-branched with large orange umbels, continuously blooming, 50-60 
cm. Needs winter protection

The attractive foliage makes Asparagus desirable as patio plant and in floral arrangements. 
Thrives in dry shade

Erect, base-branched plant with long leafy stems and star-like yellow flower spikes, 90 cm

Compact winter green cushions with a profusion of flowers in early spring. Rewarding rockery 
plant

Compact rosette of grassy foliage covered with short-stemmed globular flowers, 15 cm. Drought 
tolerant rockery plant

Cut flower for summer greenhouse production. Best grown as annual. Prefers a warm, rather dry 
site. Detailed cultural info is available
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Aster alpinus Alpine Aster
perennial rock, border 700 s/gr

MP00433 0760.0320 Goliath soft lilac-blue, large flowered

MP00430 0760.0390 White Beauty

MP00428 0760.9020 choice mixed

Atriplex hortensis (graded seeds) Orache
annual cutting, border

MP00450 0790.3550 Green Plume - graded seeds for easy germination

MP00451 0790.3580 Red Plume

MP00449 0790.3610 Copper Plume

MP00452 0790.9400 Formula Mixture

Aubrieta hybrida Royal Cascade Aubrietia
perennial pot, border, ground cover 4000 s/gr

MP00470 0810.3710 Royal Cascade blue clear mid-blue

MP00473 0810.3740 Royal Cascade violet violet purple

MP00472 0810.3760 Royal Cascade red carmine red

MP00474 0810.9140 Royal Cascade formula mixed

Aubrieta hybrida Aubrietia
perennial ground cover, border 4000 s/gr

MP00463 0810.3540 hendersonii lilac blue

MP00458 0810.3550 leichtlinii carmine rose

MP00462 0810.3590 Whitewell Gem violet shades

MP00455 0810.9120 mixture

Bellis perennis Daisy
perennial border, field flower 5500 s/gr

MP04550 0930.6500 single white Meadow daisy

new MP04441 0930.9210 Monstrosa mixture extra-large flowered strain

MP04506 0930.9470 Pomponette mixture smaller, double and semi-double flowers with tubular florets

Bellis perennis Super Pompon Daisy
biennial pot, bedding, cutting 5500 s/gr

MP04520 0930.5120 Super Pompon red

MP04523 0930.5130 Super Pompon white

MP04522 0930.5140 Super Pompon pink

MP04524 0930.9270 Super Pompon extra mixed

Long-flowering wild type plant with small white single flowers with yellow heart, 8 cm

Super large and double pompons on uniform plants, for spring sale in pots and bedding in Spring, 
15 cm

Evergreen foliage rosette with many single daisy-like flowers, 30 cm. Compact and uniform strain 
suited for culture in pots

Long upright stems with a 30-40 cm long plume. Cut when in full bloom when used as filler in 
bouquets. Useful as annual hedge, 180 cm

Uniform and large flowered series for sale in pots. Splendid colour range, spring flowering, 10 cm. 
Bertrand specialty

Mat forming evergreen plant covered with tiny blooms in spring, 12 cm
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Bergenia cordifolia Elephant's Ear
perennial bedding, rock, border 4000 s/gr

MP00766 0950.1350 Red Beauty highly ornamental selection with year round appeal

Bidens Beggartick
annual border, field flower 350 s/gr

MP00770 0980.2000 ferulifolia yellow

Brachyscome iberidifolia Swan River Daisy
annual bedding, border 5000 s/gr

MP00783 1010.9150 mixture

Briza maxima Quaking Grass
annual border, cutting, field flower 450 s/gr

MP08382 1040.9650 halfrubbed seeds

Briza media Quaking Grass
perennial rock, border, edging 1500 s/gr

MP08383 1040.5100 Doddering Dillies

Bupleurum rotundifolium QIS®
annual cutting 300 s/gr

MP00808 1105.2000 QIS® Griffiti green-yellow flower umbels and Eucalypt-like leaves, 80 cm

Calamintha nepeta
P1 perennial border, rock, herb 3300 s/gr

MP00844 1160.4500 Nepitella leaves have a mint-scented fragrance when brushed

 

Calandrinia umbellata
annual/Hh perennial   bedding, border 7000 s/gr

MP00846 1170.5000 Ruby Tuesday clusters of intense violet rose portulaca-like blooms

Drought tolerant border plant and herb with spikes of small lilac flowers, 25 cm

Summer bedding plant for hot and sunny climates.  Good variety for both the professional and the 
home gardener

Large low foliage turning beautifully red in fall and winter, followed by rosy red flowers in early 
spring, 60 cm

Free flowering annual with golden yellow starry flowers on ferny foliage. Best when direct sown, 50 
cm

Pretty annual with a profusion of daisy-like flowers over a long period. For border and hanging 
baskets, 20 cm

Ornamental grass with nodding, slender spikelets of which the flower panicles are used in floral 
arrangements, 50 cm

Low growing ornamental grass with delicate panicles of small heart-shaped spikelets, 40 cm. Nice 
for edging and rockeries

Excellent filler for bouquets. Very uniform selection, suited for planned cut flower production. 
Cultural info is available
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Calendula officinalis dwarf Pot Marigold
annual bedding, border 150 s/gr

MP07643 1190.1200 Fiesta orange shades

MP07644 1190.1210 Fiesta yellow shades

MP07642 1190.9200 Fiesta Gitana Superior orange and yellow shades and bicolours

MP07635 1190.4800 Pink Surprise pinkish-orange, unusual changing color, long-blooming.

Calendula officinalis tall Prince Pot Marigold
annual cutting, border 150 s/gr

MP07618 1190.2660 Indian Prince deep orange with red reverse

new BI07618 1190.2666 Indian Prince ORGANIC

MP07619 1190.2670 Orange Prince deep orange, orange heart

Calendula officinalis QIS® Ollioules Pot Marigold
annual cutting, border 150 s/gr

MP07640 1190.2700 QIS® Ollioules orange, green heart

MP07641 1190.2710 QIS® Ollioules yellow, green heart

Calendula officinalis Pacific Bty Pot Marigold
annual cutting, border 150 s/gr

MP07630 1190.2910 Pacific Apricot Beauty apricot pink

MP07628 1190.2920 Pacific Cream Beauty cream yellow

MP07622 1190.2930 Pacific Lemon Beauty yellow with dark centre

MP07602 1190.2970 Pacific Flame Beauty deepest orange with dark centre

MP07632 1190.9460 Pacific Beauty extra mixed

Calendula officinalis tall Pot Marigold
annual cutting, border 150 s/gr

MP07597 1190.9010 Art Shades apricot, orange and cream shades

MP07614 1190.2020 Ball's Orange the most double of all, 60 cm.

MP07636 1190.3500 Corniche d'Or

BI07636 1190.3506 Corniche d'Or ORGANIC

MP07621 1190.2750 Golden Emperor yellow double

MP07604 1190.2740 Orange King deep orange with brown centre, 50 cm

MP07645 1190.4600 single orange, wildflower wild type

BI07645 1190.4606 single orange ORGANIC

MP07598 1190.9470 Touch of Red mixed orange, yellow and buff with red reverses

MP07601 1190.9270 tall double mixed good double forms in many colors

BI07601 1190.9276 tall double mixed ORGANIC

Easy to grow hardy annuals with attractive daisy-like flowers from late spring until frost. Good cut 
flower, too

Good double-flowered series for cool greenhouse and outdoor culture and for forcing, 60 cm

Traditional strain grown in southern France for cutting, with double flowers and contrasting green 
heart, 60 cm

Good double flowers on long stems, 50 cm. When planted around vegetables it helps to deter pests

orange yellow, black heart, very double, 60 cm. 
Also for laboratory use

Top quality bedding strain, compact, uniform plant habit, early and double flowered, 30 cm
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Callistephus chin. QIS® Matsumoto China Aster
annual cutting 650 s/gr

MP06691 1220.7010 QIS® Matsumoto blue

MP06688 1220.7020 QIS® Matsumoto pink

new BI06688 1220.7026 QIS® Matsumoto pink ORGANIC

MP06686 1220.7030 QIS® Matsumoto red

MP06687 1220.7040 QIS® Matsumoto rose

MP06690 1220.7060 QIS® Matsumoto white

MP06698 1220.7070 QIS® Matsumoto yellow

MP06692 1220.7080 QIS® Matsumoto light blue

MP06693 1220.7084 QIS® Matsumoto blue tipped white

MP06697 1220.8000 QIS® Matsumoto apricot

MP06699 1220.8020 QIS® Matsumoto scarlet

MP06694 1220.8040 QIS® Matsumoto pink tipped white

MP76685 1220.9158 QIS® Matsumoto formula mixture

new BI76685 1220.9156 QIS® Matsumoto F.M. ORGANIC

Callistephus chinensis China Aster
annual border, cutting 450 s/gr

MP06499 1220.9510 All Sorts mixed mixture of all forms

MP06514 1220.9102 American Branching mixed double and early mixture, 70 cm

MP06560 1220.9495 California Giants mixed long-stemmed 'Ostrich Plume', 80 cm

MP06581 1220.9106 Duchesse mixed peony flowered, 70 cm

MP06815 1220.9040 dwarf Resistant mixed double chrysanthemum flowered mixture, 20 cm

MP06669 1220.9460 Madeleine tall single mixed large single daisy flowers in bright colours, 70 cm

MP06685 1220.9150 Matsumoto Choice mixed field grown, 70 cm

MP06579 1220.9090 Ostrich Plume tall mixed large double flowers of re-curving broad petals, 50 cm

MP06759 1220.9070 Pompon (Lilliput) mixed small double flowers, 50 cm

MP06630 1220.9475 Princess tall mixed densely quilled double flowers, 60 cm

MP06720 1220.9058 Queen of the Market mixed "July aster" very early mixture, 50 cm

MP06618 1220.9480 Super Princess extra mix formula mix of crested-flowered types, 70 cm

MP06652 1220.9080 Unicum tall mixed double pincushion-like flowers, 60 cm

Campanula carpatica Carpathian Harebell
P1 perennial rock, border 13000 s/gr

MP00916 1270.1410 blue

Campanula glomerata Clustered Bellflower
perennial border, cutting 9100 s/gr

MP00930 1270.2470 superba (dahurica) violet blue, 50 cm

Lovely and easily grown compact plant with upward faced bells, flowering within 12 weeks from 
sowing, 20 cm

Base-branched plant with closely-packed clusters of upright blooms, flowering all summer long

Early flowering strain with semi-double flowers and yellow center on strong upright stems, 70 cm. 
For fresh cut flower production

A range of tall attractive Asters for home gardening
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Campanula medium Canterbury Bells
biennial cutting, border 4200 s/gr

MP00899 1270.9068 double mixed

MP00901 1270.0720 single carmine rose

MP00896 1270.0710 single deep blue

MP00894 1270.0760 single rose soft pink

MP00892 1270.0780 single white

MP00890 1270.9280 single mixed

Campanula persicifolia Peach-leaved Bellflower
perennial cutting, border 9000 s/gr

MP00935 1270.3210 blue

MP00937 1270.3280 white

MP00938 1270.9250 mixture

Campanula pyramidalis Chimney Bellflower
perennial cutting, border 7000 s/gr

MP00923 1270.3810 blue

Campanula Bellflower
perennial rock, border

MP00933 1270.3600 poscharskyana violet starry upfacing flowers, 20 cm, 17.000 s/gr, C.G.

Cardiospermum Love-in-a-Puff
Halfhardy annual climber, border 14 s/gr

MP01105 1340.3500 halicacabum

Carthamus tinctorius QIS® Safflower
annual cutting 25 s/gr

MP01021 1390.4000 QIS® Kinko Orange clear orange, rounded top foliage, 80 cm

MP71021 1390.4002 QIS® Kinko Orange - EC® seeds graded and filmcoated seeds, for easy culture

MP01022 1390.5000 QIS® Zanzibar deep orange, deep green foliage, 90 cm

MP71022 1390.5002 QIS® Zanzibar - EC® seeds graded and filmcoated seeds, for easy culture

MP01027 1390.6800 QIS® Orange Grenade almost thornless strain, 80 cm

MP71027 1390.6802 QIS® Orange Grenade - EC® seeds graded and filmcoated seeds, for easy culture

MP01025 1390.6000 QIS® Yellow Grenade

MP01028 1390.6400 QIS® White Grenade

MP01029 1390.9050 QIS® Grenade mixture

Profusily blooming with starry bell-shaped flowers in broad spikes, 140 cm. Usually grown as 
biennial cut flower

Rewarding rockery plants with spreading habit

Vigorous climber with inflated seedpods. Likes a warm, sunny position in the garden

Cut flower series for professional production. Indoors year round production is possible. 
Directseeding is advised (taproot)

Vigorous, upright plants with large cup-shaped flowers on strong stems, 80 cm. Cut flower and 
garden plant

Long spikes with upturned bell-shaped flowers, 100 cm. For outdoor cutting and border
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Carthamus tinctorius Safflower
annual cutting 25 s/gr

MP01026 1390.3000 Tangerine orange, almost thornless, 60 cm

Catananche caerulea Cupid's Dart
P1 perennial/annual border 300 s/gr

MP01032 1450.1210 Amor blue - elegant yet tough plant that flowers until frost

MP01036 1450.8000 Amor white - also for large 'prairie-style' plantings

MP01037 1450.9008 Amor mixture

Celosia argentea plumosa Plume Cockscomb
annual bedding, border 1000 s/gr

new MP01076 1490.9258 Royal dwarf mixed

Celosia spicata Flamingo Cockscomb
annual cutting, border 1000 s/gr

MP01049 1490.8000 Flamingo Feather soft pink turning to white

MP01048 1490.8100 Flamingo purple purple plumes, dark stems, bushier habit.

Centaurea (perennial) Centaurea
perennial border, cutting, field flower

MP01154 1520.7700 dealbata rose-pink, finely cut grey-green foliage, 70 cm, 125 s/gr

MP01148 1520.7400 jacea purple wild type, 50 cm, 600 s/gr

MP01155 1520.7500 macrocephala large bronze buds, yellow, cut flower, 100 cm, 70 s/gr

MP01147 1520.7600 montana blue, flowers first year when sown early, 50 cm, 75 s/gr

MP01149 1520.7900 scabiosa deep red, wild type, 75 cm, 150 s/gr

Centaurea americana Aloha American Starthistle
annual border, cutting 70 s/gr

MP01146 1520.7170 americana Aloha Blanca white

MP01145 1520.7150 americana Aloha Rosa pink

Centaurea candidissima Velvet Centaurea
P1 annual (HhP) bedding, pot 330 s/gr

MP01151 1520.7208 Silverstone (clean seed) interesting addition for large plantings

Free flowering additions for the perennial border

Cut flower with feathery plumes, strongly branched in the upper part of the stems, 100 cm. For in- 
or warm outdoor production

Robust and tall growing annual with superb fluffy flowers of 15 cm across. Lovely in the border and 
as cut flower

(C. cineraria) Very showy wavy-edged silvery white foliage. Will survive mild winters, 20 cm

Drought tolerant accent and border plant with papery flowers above silvery foliage, 60 cm. Flowers 
throughout the season. So-flo 14-16 weeks

Non-professional strain for amateur use only.

Vigorous, well-branched, mid-early type for pot production and Summer bedding, with typical 
plumes in bright colours, 25 cm.
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Centaurea cyanus Cornflower
annual cutting, border, field flower 220 s/gr

MP01109 1520.1310 tall double Blue Boy superior strain, fully double and uniform

BI01109 1520.1316 tall double Blue Boy ORGANIC

MP01114 1520.1320 tall double Black Ball

MP01111 1520.1500 tall double Pinkie

MP01115 1520.1710 tall double Red Boy

MP01113 1520.1800 tall double Snowman reselected, fully double

new MP01112 1520.1330 tall double Lady Mauve reselected soft purple rose

MP01116 1520.9050 tall double choice mixed

MP01117 1520.9058 tall double extra mixed well-balanced mix of single colors

MP01133 1520.9070 Polka Dot mixed semi-tall mixture, 50 cm

MP01130 1520.4340 dwarf Jubilee Gem Superior blue, dwarf strain, border plant and field flower, 30 cm

MP01135 1520.0280 single blue, wild type (Bleuet), wild type, for landscaping, 75 cm

Centaurea moschata or imperialis Sweetsultan
annual border, field flower 220 s/gr

MP01101 1520.6100 imperialis Alba (The Bride) pure white

MP01103 1520.6800 imperialis Splendens deep purple

MP01100 1520.9060 imperialis choice mixed mix of purple, lavender and white

MP01104 1520.5700 moschata Suaveolens yellow

Centranthus ruber Red Valerian
P1 perennial border, rock, cutting 450 s/gr

MP07871 1535.6510 Snowcloud - EC® seeds white

MP07870 1535.6530 Pretty Betsy - EC® seeds deep red

MP07872 1535.6540 Rosato - EC® seeds rose pink

MP07873 1535.9270 mixture - EC® seeds mix of red, white and rose shades

Cerastium Mouse-ear Chickweed
perennial ground cover, border, rock 2800 s/gr

MP01168 1560.0700 biebersteinii grey foliage, 20 cm

MP01169 1560.6920 tomentosum var columnae compact silvery white foliage, 15 cm

 

Cerinthe major QIS® Honeywort
annual border, cutting 16 s/gr

MP01167 1595.1000 QIS® Honey Blue

Fragrant flower clusters above bluish-green leaves, 70 cm. For sunny, dry conditions. EC® seeds for 
easy germination

Spreading carpet of greyish to whitish foliage, smothered in masses of white flowers in late spring 
and early summer

Unusual blue-green foliage and tubular purple flowers held inside sea-blue bracts, 50 cm. 
Interesting border plant and cut flower

Well-known Cornflower varieties. The tall double-flowered varieties are good for cutting, 75 cm

(Amberboa moschata) Fluffy, fragrant flowers on free flowering plants, 65 cm
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Chasmanthium latifolium River Oat
P1 perennial border, cutting,  pot 260 s/gr

MP08479 1662.1000 Green Dangles (rubbed seeds)

Cheiranthus maritimus (Malcolmia) Virginian Stock
annual border, field flower 2000 s/gr

MP02880 1670.9275 mixed

Cheiranthus x allionii : please see Erysimum

Cheiranthus cheiri Tom Thumb Wallflower
biennial bedding, border 500 s/gr

MP02365 1670.4200 Tom Thumb brown

MP02369 1670.4300 Tom Thumb crimson

MP02368 1670.4500 Tom Thumb scarlet

MP02370 1670.4700 Tom Thumb violet

MP02367 1670.4900 Tom Thumb gold

MP02371 1670.9285 Tom Thumb mixed

Cheiranthus cheiri Bedder (Erysimum) Wallflower
biennial bedding, border, landscaping 500 s/gr

MP02355 1670.3300 Golden Bedder

MP02357 1670.3500 Orange Bedder

MP02354 1670.3600 Primrose Bedder

MP02356 1670.3700 Scarlet Bedder

MP02353 1670.3800 Brown Bedder

MP02358 1670.9410 Bedder formula blend

 

Cheiranthus cheiri tall (Erysimum) Wallflower
biennial border, cutting, landscaping 500 s/gr

MP02338 1670.2015 Carmine King rose shades

MP02343 1670.2020 Cloth of Gold golden yellow

MP02340 1670.2050 Goliath brown red

MP02347 1670.2070 Linnaeus ivory white

MP02348 1670.2090 Scarlet Emperor orange scarlet

MP02352 1670.9270 tall mixed

MP02376 1670.9080 Fair Lady mixed bicolor and pastel shades, 40 cm

Ornamental grass with dangling spikelets on arching stalks. Bamboo-like foliage, 80 cm. Moist 
and shade tolerant

Profusely flowering hardy annual with tiny blooms in pastel shades, 30 cm. Highly scented!

Winterhardy, honey-scented spring flowers. Easy-to-grow and rewarding cut flower for hobby 
gardeners, 45 cm

Wallflower with bushy, compact habit. Flowers in spring with a wonderful fragrance, 30 cm

Dwarf wallflower series with bright and cheery flowers to add colour and scent to early season 
flower beds and borders, 20 cm
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Chrysanthemum - annual
annual bedding, border, cutting

MP01258 1740.8700 paludosum white with yellow center, for bedding, 15 cm, 1600 s/gr

MP01230 1740.9000 carinatum sgl Rainbow mixture bright coloured mix, for border and cutting, 60 cm, 350 s/gr

MP01215 1740.9050 coronarium double mixed double yellow and white, edible flowers, 60 cm, 600 s/gr

new MP01247 1740.9070 coronarium single mixed

new BI01247 1740.9076 coronarium sgl mixed ORGANIC

MP01246 1740.5130 segetum Yellow, Wild Type yellow, field flower, 60 cm, 300 s/gr

MP01243 1740.5240 segetum Helios yellow with brown centre, 60 cm, 300 s/gr

Chrysanthemum leucanthemum Ox-eye Daisy
perennial bedding, border, cutting 2000 s/gr

MP01267 1740.4650 Midsomar, wild type medium-sized flowers, 80 cm

new BI01267 1740.4656 Wild Type ORGANIC field flower

MP01266 1740.4660 May Queen early and large-flowering type, 80 cm

Chrysanthemum maximum Shasta Daisy
perennial border, cutting 800 s/gr 

MP01265 1740.4210 Alaska large flowers, mid-season, 80 cm

new MP01264 1740.4220 Shasta Daisy standard strain, 80 cm

MP01268 1740.4260 Silver Princess dwarf with large flowers, 30 cm

Cirsium japonicum
annual (Hh perennial)   cutting 420 s/gr

MP01422 1780.6420 Rose Beauty deep rose

MP01423 1780.6450 Pink Beauty soft pink

MP01424 1780.6490 Pink and Rose Beauty mix

 Clarkia elegans (unguiculata) Elegant Clarkia
annual border, cutting 3000 s/gr

MP01427 1800.9050 double mixed field grown

Clematis tangutica
P1 perennial climber, pot, patio 625 s/gr

MP01468 1820.6800 Radar Love - EC® seeds EC® seeds for easy culture

Popular and easily grown annual with showy double flowers along the stems, 50 cm.
Single colours upon request.

Elegant and decorative climbing plant with pendulous yellow flowers followed by silvery seed 
heads. So-flo 12-14 weeks, 250 cm

Indispensable varieties for bedding, border and cutting. Long flowering with daisy-like blooms

(Leucanthemum vulgare) The wild white daisy of european meadows.

(Leucanthemum superbum) Long flowering daisy-like white flowers on long stems. For borders 
and cutting.

Delicate-looking cut flowers, almost thornless when grown as annual. For in- and (warm) outdoor 
production. Daylength neutral, 80 cm

single yellow and white, edible flowers and shoots, 60 cm, 600 
s/gr
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Cleome hassleriana (spinosa) Spider Flower
annual border 500 s/gr

MP01454 1830.1260 Cherry Queen bright rose

MP01455 1830.6360 Rose Queen blush pink

MP01456 1830.7560 Violet Queen

MP01457 1830.7960 White Queen

MP01459 1830.9060 Color Fountain mixture

Cleome marshallii
annual border, pot 300 s/gr

MP01453 1830.1000 Solo bee-attracting plant (earlier named C. monophylla)

Cobaea scandens Cup & Saucer Vine
annual (Hh perennial)  climber 20 s/gr

.

MP01467 1880.6610 blue

MP01465 1880.6800 white

Coix Job's Tears
annual border, cutting 5 s/gr

MP08386 1930.4700 lacryma-jobi

Coleus hybrida (Solenostemon) Coleus
annual bedding, border, pot 3500 s/gr

MP01501 1950.9250 Rainbow Mixture Improved mix of green, yellow-green, purple and red bi-coloured

Convolvulus tricolor Dwarf Morning Glory
annual border, bedding 100 s/gr

MP00739 2000.6420 Royal Ensign deep blue with contrasting golden centre

MP00741 2000.6430 White Ensign

MP00740 2000.6440 Rose Ensign

MP00742 2000.6450 Red Ensign unique, rarely-offered color

MP00738 2000.9050 choice mixed

MP00744 2000.9058 Rainbow Flash formula blend

Erect, leafy grass with sprays of drooping pearly-white seeds, 40-60 cm

Beautiful multi-coloured-foliage. Popular for summer bedding and window-boxes. Simple to raise 
from seeds, 50 cm

Compact, easily grown bushy plants bearing large large flowers from summer into autumn, 25 cm

Stately solitary and border plant with pleasing spider-like blooms, 100 cm

Easily grown plant with pink to white flowers with long crimson whiskers. The decorative seed pods 
are a bonus, 40 cm

Vigorous annual climber with large bell-shaped flowers, 300 cm
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Coreopsis picta
annual border, field flower 300 s/gr

new MP01719 2020.2000 BeBop FSN

Coreopsis tinctoria (Calliopsis) Tickseed
annual border, field flower 2200 s/gr

MP01580 2020.1480 dwarf Golden Carpet compact, yellow with black eye, 30 cm

MP01572 2020.9100 semi-tall mixed height 40 cm

MP01565 2020.0600 elegans tall mixed red, brown, yellow and two-tone colours, 90 cm

Coreopsis - perennial Tickseed
P1 perennial border, pot 400 s/gr

MP01588 2020.1910 grandiflora Baby Gold (Sonnenkind) single golden yellow, dwarf 40 cm.

MP01589 2020.1950 grandiflora Early Sunrise double yellow, fully first-year flowering, 40 cm

MP01583 2020.6700 grandiflora Sterntaler single flowered golden yellow with black centre, 40 cm

MP01582 2020.6230 lanceolata Mayfield Giants large single yellow flowers, 90 cm

Cosmos bipinnatus dwarf Royal Garden Cosmos
annual bedding, pot 175 s/gr

MP01631 2090.9280 Royal dwarf mixed

MP01599 2090.7000 Royal dwarf white

Cosmos bipinnatus tall Garden Cosmos
annual border, cutting 175 s/gr

MP01596 2090.9300 Vega early mixed semi-tall mixture, 60 cm

MP01608 2090.1620 Sensation Dazzler vivid crimson red

MP01610 2090.1650 Sensation Pinkie vivid pink

MP01609 2090.1660 Sensation Purity white

MP01607 2090.1670 Sensation Radiance crimson with deep crimson ring

MP01614 2090.1680 Sensation Picotee white with rose edge

MP01606 2090.9278 Sensation extra mixture of above single colors

MP01604 2090.9270 Sensation mixture large open flowers, for border and landscaping, 100 cm

BI01604 2090.9276 Sensation mixture ORGANIC

MP01592 2090.2010 Candy Stripe mixture white and rose flowers, striped and edged with rose , 80 cm

MP01601 2090.9050 Sea Shells mixture mix of red, pink and white flowers with tubular petals, 80 cm, 120 s/gr

Early and large flowering dwarf Cosmos for bedding and pots, 40 cm.

Bushy border plant with finely cut, ferny foliage. Available in various interesting flower forms and 
colours

Free and abundantly flowering annual with masses of daisy-like flowers on slender stems

Weatherproof garden perennial suitable for large plantings and in tubs. First year flowering when 
sown early

Easy, graceful semi-tall plant carrying numerous bright yellow flowers with a  light red  marking in 
the centre, forming a spectacular display just 5 weeks after direct sowing, 50 cm.
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Cosmos sulphureus Mini Sulfur Cosmos
annual bedding, border 125 s/gr

MP01576 2090.3000 Mini orange

MP01574 2090.3300 Mini red

MP01575 2090.3100 Mini yellow

MP01634 2090.9100 Mini mixed

Cosmos sulphureus Sulfur Cosmos
annual border, field flower 140 s/gr

MP01613 2090.9290 Bright Lights mixed mix of gold orange and red shades

BI01613 2090.9296 Bright Lights mixed ORGANIC

Crambe Sea Kale, Flowering Kale
perennial border

MP01712 2120.1300 cordifolia useful as solitary plant, 90 cm, 30 s/gr

MP01713 2120.5000 maritima glaucous leaves, young stems are edible, 50 cm, 20 s/gr

Craspedia globosa QIS®
annual (Hh perennial) cutting 1600 s/gr

MP01623 2125.3308 QIS® Billy Buttons (clean sds) pre-sow in large packs for planting out 8-10 weeks later. 

Cucurbita, large fruited Ornamental Gourds
annual cutting

MP01557 2180.4450 lagenaria siceraria Pelerine 5 s/gr

MP01555 2180.5570 maxima Turkish Turban 3 s/gr (Giraumon)

MP01552 2180.9060 Ornamental mixture of above large fruited Pelerine and Turkish Turban

Cucurbita, small fruited Ornamental Gourds
perennial cutting, border, herb 20 s/gr

MP01516 2180.0800 Crown of Thorns (Griffes du Diable)

MP01521 2180.9250 Warted mixed (à fruits galeux)

MP01515 2180.9200 Small fruited mixture (Coloquintes)

Cynara scolymus Artichoke
perennial cutting, border, herb 25 s/gr

MP01758 2250.6910 Ornamental Romanesco Violetta violet flowers, ornamental Artichoke

MP01756 2250.6800 Ornamental Green Globe large rounded green heads

Compact and early flowering variety with attractive bright fowers, for bedding, 35-40 cm

Freeflowering annual with glowing marigold-like flowers, 70 cm

Border plants with large foliage topped with a cloud of small white flowers. Erratic germinator; 
lower temperatures of less than +5ºC are effective

Yellow drumstick flowers on long, bare stems, 60 cm. Excellent in fresh and everlasting floral 
decorations. Needs support.

Impressive large-leaved plant with thistle-like flower heads, used as cut flower and as delicacy, 
100 cm

Non-edible gourds and squashes for decoration purposes.

Non edible, small fruited gourds for Autumn home decorations, in many colours and forms.
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Cynoglossum Chinese Forget-me-Not
annual border 240s/gr

MP01785 2270.0310 amabile Firmament sky blue, dwarf compact plant

Cyperus papyrus Nile Grass
greenhouse perennial  pot 19000s/gr

MP08420 2290.0500 Nile grass tall bare stems with a green top 'resembling a feather duster'

Dahlia variabilis dwarf Opera Dahlia
annual bedding, pot, border 120 s/gr

MP01811 2330.9090 Bertrand's Opera dwarf double mixed

Dahlia variabilis Dahlia
annual bedding, border, pot 120 s/gr

MP01824 2330.9100 Mignon dwarf single mixture single flowers in a wide colour range, 35 cm

MP01819 2330.9300 Unwin Ideal mixed double and semi-double flowers, 50 cm

MP01814 2330.9270 Redskin mixed semi-double on red foliage, 50 cm

MP01849 2330.9000 Pompon tall mixed ball-shaped flowers, incurved petals, 80 cm

MP01847 2330.9050 Cactus tall mixed quilled and twisted pointed petals, 110 cm

Datura metel Devil's Trumpet
annual bedding, pot, border 100 s/gr

MP01858 2350.5100 Belle Blanche

 

Daucus carota Wild Carrot
biennial field flower 800 s/gr

MP01850 2360.1100 wild type white umbels, very attractive to wildlife

 

Daucus carota QIS® Ornamental Carrot
annual cut flower, border 900 s/gr

MP01852 2360.1200 QIS® Dara rose-red umbels

A carrot variety selected especially for cutting. Rose-red umbels on strong stems. Also still very 
decorative after flowering, 90-120 cm.

Widely distributed wild plant, from which the garden carrots were selected.

Early, compact and very uniform, for sale as flowering young plant, 30 cm

Bright coloured summer flower for beds and border

Excellent patio plant and solitary with fragrant, upward facing white trumpets, 70 cm

Aquatic ornamental (pot) plant. Can grow to 4-5 metres high. Most famous for being the source of 
the ancient papyrus paper

Countless forget-me-not flowers on bushy plants, summer-flowering.
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Delphinium consolida DelQIS® Field Larkspur
annual cutting 450 s/gr

MP76919 2390.1412 DelQIS deep blue EC® seeds EC® filmcoat for easy culture

MP76925 2390.1422 DelQIS salmon pink   EC® seeds EC® filmcoat for easy culture

MP76923 2390.1432 DelQIS pure white      EC® seeds EC® filmcoat for easy culture

MP76918 2390.1442 DelQIS carmine rose EC® seeds EC® filmcoat for easy culture

MP06919 2390.1410 DelQIS deep blue

MP06925 2390.1420 DelQIS salmon pink

MP06923 2390.1430 DelQIS pure white

MP06918 2390.1440 DelQIS carmine rose

new MP06926 2390.1460 DelQIS white blue edge striking bicolour addition

Delphinium consolida QIS® Field Larkspur
annual cutting 450 s/gr

MP76863 2390.1722 QIS® dark blue - EC® seeds EC® filmcoat for easy culture

MP76868 2390.1752 QIS® rose - EC® seeds EC® filmcoat for easy culture

MP76862 2390.1712 QIS® carmine - EC® seeds EC® filmcoat for easy culture

MP76870 2390.1782 QIS® white - EC® seeds EC® filmcoat for easy culture

MP06863 2390.1720 QIS® dark blue normal  seeds

MP06868 2390.1750 QIS® rose normal  seeds

MP06862 2390.1710 QIS® carmine normal  seeds

MP06864 2390.1725 QIS® light blue normal  seeds

MP06865 2390.1730 QIS® light pink normal  seeds

MP06866 2390.1740 QIS® lilac normal  seeds

MP06870 2390.1780 QIS® white normal  seeds

MP06871 2390.9108 QIS® formula mixture normal  seeds

Delphinium consolida Imperial Field Larkspur
annual cutting, border 450 s/gr

MP05865 2390.2105 Blue Bell light blue

MP05866 2390.2110 Blue Spire deep violet blue

MP05862 2390.2120 Carmine King rich carmine

MP05863 2390.2130 Dazzler scarlet-red

MP05864 2390.2145 Lilac Spire lilac lavender

MP05856 2390.2160 Pink Perfection light pink

MP05858 2390.2165 Rosalie pure rose

MP05860 2390.2175 Salmon Beauty salmon pink

MP05855 2390.2180 White King pure white

MP05869 2390.9050 choice mixed field grown mixture

Outstanding series for cut flower production for its uniformity, colour, stem quality and flower 
doubleness, 90 cm.

New Larkspur series specially for greenhouse cut flower culture, 90 cm.   Available as normal seeds 
and EC® Filmcoat.  Primed seeds upon request.

Standard strain in Larkspur with long flower spikes, 80 cm. For professional cut flower production 
the much superior QIS series is advised
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Delphinium consolida Cloud Field Larkspur
annual cutting, border 650 s/gr

MP05875 2390.2100 Blue Cloud

Delphinium Belladonna Candle Larkspur
P1 annual (perennial) cutting, border 400 s/gr

MP05839 2390.7110 Bellamosum dark blue

MP05835 2390.7120 Casablanca pure white

MP05833 2390.7130 Clivedon Beauty sky-blue

MP05832 2390.9028 Connecticut Yankees mixture

Delphinium cultorum Giant Pacific Candle Larkspur
perennial border, cutting 450 s/gr 

MP05890 2390.9060 choice mixed

Delphinium grandiflorum (chinense) Siberian Larkspur
P1 annual (Hh perennial)   rock, border 1000 s/gr

MP05887 2390.5110 Blue Butterfly

Delphinium semibarbatum (zalil)

P1 perennial cutting, border, rock 1400 s/gr

MP05889 2390.8800 Citrina tough cut flower strain for many different growing conditions

Dianthus barbatus dwarf Sweet William
biennial border, bedding 900 s/gr

MP04110 2420.9040 Indian Carpet mixed dwarf single mixed, heat tolerant, 25 cm

MP04100 2420.9045 Pinocchio mixed dwarf double compact mixed, 25 cm

Dianthus barbatus Flora Sweet William
biennial cutting 1000 s/gr

new MP04094 2420.3110 Flora Pearl Appleblossom light pink, shading with age

new MP04095 2420.3090 Flora Pearl Deep Red

new MP04096 2420.3140 Flora Pearl Salmon unusual, deep colour

new MP04097 2420.3130 Flora Pearl Scarlet

new MP04098 2420.3100 Flora Pearl Violet

new MP04099 2420.3120 Flora Pearl White/Red 5 days later than the series

new MP04082 2420.9020 Flora Mix very bright, bold mixture

Earliest series on the market, 4-7 days earlier than Etournelle, strong tall stems, 70 cm. Well-suited 
for indoor cultivation.

Free flowering perennial Delphinium with spurred flowers in spikes, 100 cm. Sow early when 
flowering in the first season is required

(D. elatum) Impressive plant with bold flower spikes on long, sturdy stems. For border and cutting. 
Handpicked seeds, 150 cm

Compact bedding plant with gentian blue flowers, rich- and long flowering, 40 cm

Long lemon-yellow flower spikes. When (pre-) sown mid winter, flowering will start around mid 
July, same as Delphinium elatum

Colourful carpet of fragrant blooms from spring to summer. Attacts butterflies and hummingbirds

Small violet blue flowers, branching border plant and bouquet filler, 70 cm
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Dianthus barbatus QIS® Etournelle Sweet William
biennial cutting, border 1000 s/gr

MP04055 2420.0430 QIS® Etournelle light salmon

MP04068 2420.0435 QIS® Etournelle salmon shades

MP04054 2420.0440 QIS® Etournelle red-white bicolor

MP04051 2420.0445 QIS® Etournelle rose

MP04063 2420.0450 QIS® Etournelle dark red

MP04053 2420.0460 QIS® Etournelle crimson

MP04061 2420.0470 QIS® Etournelle scarlet

MP04064 2420.0475 QIS® Etournelle white with eye

MP04052 2420.0480 QIS® Etournelle lilac

MP04062 2420.0485 QIS® Etournelle purple

MP04066 2420.0490 QIS® Etournelle white

MP04060 2420.9028 QIS® Etournelle extra mixed

Dianthus barbatus QIS® Sweet William
biennial cutting, border 900 s/gr

MP04049 2420.9810 QIS® Frisco F2 mixture top cut flower, so-flo 12-14 weeks. grow as annual, 1000 s/gr

MP04088 2420.9015 QIS® Electron auricula mixed large double flowers with eye, 60 cm

MP04089 2420.9060 QIS® Robustus double extra mixed late-flowering double mixture, very strong stems, 70 cm

Dianthus barbatus tall single Sweet William
biennial cutting, border 900 s/gr

MP04071 2420.0210 Albus white

MP04070 2420.0265 Nigricans deep red, dark foliage

MP04074 2420.0270 Oeschberg violet

MP04069 2420.0280 Pink Beauty

MP04067 2420.0290 Scarlet Beauty

MP04091 2420.9100 Auricula Eyed Mixture bicolors

MP04072 2420.9010 standard mixed

MP04065 2420.9018 extra mixed formula blend

Dianthus barbatus tall Sweet William
see varieties cutting 900 s/gr

MP04092 2420.9035 tall double mixed (Super Duplex) double and semi-double flowers, bienn., 50 cm

MP04056 2420.9025 Messenger mixture 3 weeks earlier than standard strains, biennial, 60 cm

Professional biennial cut flower series, flowering 2 to 3 weeks earlier than standard Sweet William. 
Good colour range, good scent, 70 cm

Biennial professional cutflowers mixes with strong stems and large flowers

Large single flower umbels on strong stems. The standard series for cutting. Needs cold for flower 
induction, 50 cm

Various tall strains for cutting. Biennial types need cold for flower induction. F2 Frisco needs no 
vernalization period
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Dianthus caryophyllus Carnation
see varieties cutting, border 500 s/gr

MP03838 2420.6290 Chabaud Benigna double white with red stripes, annual, 65 cm

MP03815 2420.6280 Chabaud Etincelant double scarlet-red, annual, 65 cm

MP03843 2420.9170 Chabaud mixed double flowers, long stems, good cutflower, annual, 65 cm

MP03995 2420.9210 Grenadin choice mixed double flowered mixture, biennial, 70 cm

MP03876 2420.9180 Enfant de Nice mixed compact mixture, annual, 45 cm

MP03984 2420.7250 Triumph rose

MP03982 2420.7265 Triumph scarlet red

MP03986 2420.7280 Triumph white

MP03988 2420.7290 Triumph yellow

MP03980 2420.9225 Triumph mixed double flowered mixture, perennial, 70 cm

MP04025 2420.9195 Vienna early extra mixed dwarf double mixed, biennial, 40 cm

Dianthus chinensis Rainbow Pink
annual bedding, border 1000 s/gr

MP03919 2420.9120 heddewigii Gaiety single mixed mix with fringed bicolor petals

MP03922 2420.9125 Imperial double mixed large double flowers

Dianthus deltoides F2 Maiden Pink
P1 perennial bedding, rock, border 5700 s/gr

MP04037 2420.9430 F2 Microchips mixed mix of all eyed flowers on green foliage

MP04046 2420.5200 F2 Nippon white with glowing red eye

Dianthus deltoides Maiden Pink
perennial rock, border, field flower 5700 s/gr

MP04040 2420.5220 Brilliant carmine red, upright growing

MP04044 2420.5230 Fanal (Flashing Light) scarlet with bronze foliage

MP04043 2420.5210 albus white

MP04039 2420.5240 Maiden Pink clear pink

Dianthus Pink
perennial rock, border

MP04045 2420.5320 allwodii Alpinus very dwarf mixture of pink shades, ground-cover, 20 cm

MP04047 2420.5330 carthusianorum red clusters on slender stems, for natural plantings, 70 cm, 760 s/gr

new MP04139 2420.9150 plum. Sweetness dwarf mix unique dwarf, 1st year flowering single strain, 20 cm

MP04140 2420.9130 plumarius single mixed finely cut, fringed flowers in white, purple and pink, 30 cm, 950 s/gr

MP04129 2420.4480 plumarius double white

MP04125 2420.9135 plumarius double mixed large-flowered double and semi-double

Sweet-scented cottage garden annuals, great for bedding and pots, 30 cm

New generation in Maiden pinks, abundantly flowering in only three months after sowing! High 
value hardy perennials, 15 cm

Winter green hardy perennials with mat forming habit, 20 cm

Spreading and mat forming pinks with grassy, winter green foliage and deliciously fragrant 
flowers

Annual and biennial Carnations for outdoor cut flower culture
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Digitalis mertonensis Foxglove
biennial (perennial) border 4650 s/gr

MP01867 2480.1700 Summer King large strawberry red flowers, glossy green foliage, 80 cm

Digitalis purpurea Purple  Foxglove
biennial/perennial border 10.000 s/gr

MP01882 2480.0300 Excelsior mixture showy large flowers, held horizontally around the stalk.

MP01880 2480.9110 gloxiniaeflora mixed long flower stalks in pastel shades, for natural plantings.

MP01893 2480.0100 Alba pure white

MP01894 2480.0400 Pam's Choice white with many small red spots

MP01881 2480.9130 Foxy mix compact mixture, 80 cm, first year flowering

MP01891-162480.0600 Wild Type (Z16) purple red true wild form from a known collection area

Dimorphoteca sinuata (aurantiaca) Cape Marigold
annual border, field flower 400 s/gr

MP01902 2500.9120 mixture

Dolichos Hyacinth Bean
annual climber 3 s/gr

new MP01925 2560.5000 Ruby Moon

Dorotheanthus bellidiformis Gelato (Mesembryanthemum)

annual bedding 3200 s/gr

MP02063 2580.9050 Gelato formula mixture

 

Dorotheanthus bellidiformis (Mesembryanthemum)

annual bedding, pot 3200 s/gr

MP02070 2580.9020 choice mixed

Eccremocarpus scaber Chilean Glory-flower
annual (Hh perennial)  climber 2600 s/gr

MP01947 2650.9100 Tresco mixture orange, yellow and red shades

Widely recognised series, awarded by Fleuroselect. Rich-flowering plants in blazing colours, 
especially good in dry conditions, 10 cm

Popular park and garden plant; strong, compact and rich-flowering, especially in dry and sunny 
conditions, 10 cm

Free flowering climber with clusters of tubular flowers in trendy colours. So-flo 16 weeks, 300 cm

Border plant for shady places. Foxglove makes a foliage rosette and a long decorative flower spike

Decorative plant for shady spots and large plantings. Generally biennial, but may be perennial 
when cut back after flowering. 120 cm.

Bright-coloured annual for border and balconies. Best results when direct sown, 20 cm

Easy and charming climber, with foliage, flower and fruit interest for home gardens and for the 
landscape, 300 cm.
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Echinacea purpurea (Rubeckia purpurea) Coneflower
P1 perennial border, cutting 300 s/gr 

MP07264 2660.6000 Grandiflora Magnus Large flowers with petals held horizontally

MP07263 2660.1000 White Swan Good cut flower, fresh or dried

Echinops (clean seeds) Globe Thistle
perennial border, cutting

MP01957 2670.0500 bannaticus Blue Glow c.s. intense blue spherical flower heads, 100 cm, 80 s/gr

MP01956 2670.9670 ritro c.s. steel-blue globular flower heads, 120 cm, 60 s/gr

Echium Viper's Bugloss
annual border, field flower

MP01963 2680.5720 plantagineum Blue Bedder bushy, 40 cm, 250 s/gr

MP01964 2680.7500 vulgare Wild Type erect habit, biennial, 75 cm, 400 s/gr

Erigeron karvinskianus Mexican Fleabane
P1 perennial border, rock garden, pots 13000 s/gr

MP01996 2750.4000 Stallone

Eryngium Eryngo, Sea Holly
perennial border,  cutting

MP02001 2810.0250 alpinum Blue Star deep blue, professional strain, 80 cm, 200 s/gr, C.G.

MP02002 2810.5800 planum small, globular steel-blue blossoms, 120 cm, 1000 s/gr

Erysimum x allionii (Cheiranthus) Siberian Wallflower
biennial bedding, border 750 s/gr

new MP01180 1670.0400 Orange

new MP01184 1670.0220 Yellow

Erysimum linifolium (Cheiranthus) Wallflower
P1 biennial bedding, border 2000 s/gr

MP01179 2820.4000 Little Kiss lilac continuously flowering well into autumn

Showy Wallflower-like plant with lilac-mauve flowers, 25 cm. Good pack performance. So-flo is 16 
weeks. Also for sowing later in the season

Bee attracting plant with dense spikes of blue tinged rose flowers. 

Robust thistle-like perennials with upright stems and decorative flower heads. For border, cutting 
and dry flower use

Best grown as annual, flowering within 3 months of sowing and longflowering. Daisy-like flowers, 
spreading habit. Suitable for hanging baskets, tubs and pots.

"Siberian Wallflower" with bright orange or yellow flowers, 25 cm. Excellent plant for Spring 
displays in the landscape, adding early splashes of colour. Bee-friendly.

Tough, weather proof perennial flowering all summer long, 80 cm. Attracts butterflies and bees. 
First year flowering when sown early

Decorative upright plants used in the back of the border and in naturalistic plantings. The flowers 
are used in flower arrangements
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Erysimum perofskianum (Cheiranthus) Wallflower
P1 perennial bedding, border 500 s/gr

MP02010 2820.5900 Gold Shot

Eschscholzia californica Californian Poppy
annual border, bedding, field flower 650 s/gr

MP02028 2850.0100 Alba cream white

MP02026 2850.0250 Aurantiaca orange

new BI02026 2850.0256 Aurantiaca ORGANIC

MP02024 2850.0340 Carmine King rose

MP02027 2850.0470 Golden West yellow with orange centre

MP02025 2850.0820 Red Chief red-orange

MP02016 2850.9050 single mixed

MP02029 2850.1100 Ballerina mixture double and semi-double crinkled flowers

Eschscholzia caespitosa Californian Poppy
annual border, bedding, field flower 900 s/gr

MP02023 2850.2260 Sundew lemon yellow, very dwarf

Eucalyptus Eucalyptus
perennial/annual cutting

MP02040 2860.8508 Silverdrop gunnii type, for young plant producers

MP02007 2860.8408 Silverdollar cinerea type, for young plant producers

MP08540 2860.3300 gunnii silvery blue, small round leaves, 1470 s/gr

MP01999 2860.3500 cinerea silvery blue medium-sized round leaves, 1750 s/gr

MP02014 2860.8608 pulverulenta Baby Blue silvery white small round leaves, 1500 s/gr

Euphorbia marginata (variegata) Variegated Spurge
annual cutting 58 s/gr

MP01994 2900.7500 Kilimanjaro strong tall stems, early and wide white variegation

Euphorbia lathyris Caper Spurge
biennial border, field flower 25 s/gr

MP02046 2900.4700 Caper spurge

Fine cut flower for direct sown outdoor and greenhouse culture. Allergic reactions happen 
occasionaly due to contact with pollen and milky sap, 120 cm.

Large border plant with narrow blue-green leaves, 90 cm. Cold germinator

Wallflower type plant with golden yellow blooms, 30 cm. Good pack performance, so-flo 12-14 
weeks

Abundantly flowering annuals with brilliant, velvety flowers. Best when sown where to flower, 30 
cm

Fragrant cut foliage for the florist industry, excellent as filler in bouquets

Diminutive relative species of the Californian Poppy.
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Euphorbia palustris Marsh Spurge
P1 perennial border 450 s/gr

MP01972 2900.5500 Zauberflöte greenish flowers with yellow bracts on strong stems, 40 cm

Euphorbia Spurge
perennial border, park, rock

MP02047 2900.5300 myrsinites distinct trailing glaucous evergreen foliage, 20 cm, 80 s/gr

MP02048 2900.5800 polychroma cushions with showy yellow bracts in spring, 30 cm, 300 s/gr

Festuca Blue Fescue
perennial bedding, pot, landscaping 950 s/gr

MP08402 2980.1200 cinerea (glauca) uniform strain, 40 cm

Foeniculum Fennel
P1 perennial border, herb 575 s/gr

MP02059 3010.7500 vulgare Smokey bronze foliage

Fragaria vesca Wild Strawberry
P1 perennial border, edging, pot 3600 s/gr

MP01968 3020.0300 Alexandria Long fruiting period, very aromatic

Freesia hybrida Royal Crown
biennial cutting 60 s/gr

MP02084 3030.6320 Royal Crown blue shades

MP02086 3030.6360 Royal Crown red shades

MP02087 3030.6380 Royal Crown white

MP02085 3030.6370 Royal Crown pink shades

MP02089 3030.6390 Royal Crown yellow shades

MP02083 3030.9470 Royal Crown formula mixture mix of extra clear colours

Gaillardia pulchella Blanket Flower
annual bedding, pot, border 600 s/gr

MP02110 3060.5000 Red Plume (clean seeds) double red powderpuff blooms, for packs and pots, 25 cm

MP02109 3060.7000 Yellow Plume (clean seeds) buff yellow powderpuff blooms, for packs and pots, 25 cm

MP02108 3060.9250 picta single mixed large flowers in yellow, red and bicolor, 65 cm, for cutting

Improved varieties of the wild alpine strawberry with bigger red fruits. Runnerless plants with 
white flowers, 25 cm

Extra large flowered tetraploid Freesia. Selected for flower size and stem quality, 70 cm. Soak seeds 
24 hours prior to sowing

Profusely flowering drought and heat tolerant annuals

Attractive border plants with showy foliage. Germination may be erratic; lower temperatures of less 
than +5ºC are effective

Trendy patio plant forming compact clumps of fine silvery-blue grass topped in season with blond 
flower panicles

Superb accent plant in the border for its fine, aromatic, dark brown foliage, 140 cm. Erratic 
germinator; lower temperatures of less than +5ºC are effective

First year flowering perennial for large plantings, 40 cm. For good germination lower temperatures 
of less than +5ºC are effective
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Gaillardia aristata Blanket Flower
perennial border, cutting 340 s/gr G. grandiflora

MP02131 3060.0260 Aurea Pura pure yellow

MP02130 3060.0268 Aurea Pura -EC® detailed 

MP02125 3060.0400 Bremen coppery-scarlet with yellow edge

MP02124 3060.0408 Bremen -EC® detailed 

MP02122 3060.0600 Burgundy glowing wine-red

MP02121 3060.0608 Burgundy -EC® detailed 

MP02128 3060.0900 Dazzler orange-red with yellow ring

MP02127 3060.0908 Dazzler -EC® detailed 

MP02135 3060.1800 Torchlight (Fackelschein) very large bicolor flowers, tetra

MP02136 3060.1808 Torchlight - EC® detailed

MP02148 3060.1100 dwarf Goblin crimson, banded yellow, dwarf type, 35 cm

MP02147 3060.1108 dwarf Goblin -EC® detailed 

MP02119 3060.9180 choice mixed mixture of tall varieties

MP02118 3060.9188 choice mixed -EC® detailed 

Gaura lindheimeri Gaura
annual (Hh perennial)  bedding, border, pot 60 s/gr

MP02154 3120.4800 The Bride height in pots approx. 60 cm; full-grown height 120 cm

Gerbera jamesonii Gerbera
greenhouse perennial  pot 350 s/gr

MP02189 3170.9040 California Giants mixed long stemmed selection for warm climates, 35-40 cm

MP02312 3170.9060 Dazzler F2 mixture high quality, genetically compact strain, 20 cm

MP02313 3170.9070 Luminance F2 mixture extra large flowered compact mixture, 25-30 cm

Geum Avens
perennial border, cutting

MP00762 3190.1150 chiloense Lady Stratheden clear yellow, 350 s/gr

MP00756 3190.1160 chiloense Mrs. Bradshaw scarlet, fully double, improved strain, 650 s/gr

Godetia grandiflora Farewell to Spring
annual border, cutting 2000 s/gr 

MP02439 3280.9410 azaleaflora mixed mixture of double and semi-double flower clusters, 40 cm

MP02418 3280.9350 semi-dwarf Whitney mixed singleflowered mixed, 45 cm

MP02436 3280.9200 Monarch single dwarf mixed single flowers, 25 cm

Pot plants with brilliantly coloured flowers. The F2 mixtures have a very short overall production 
time

Superior varieties for the border with healthy wintergreen foliage and pleasing semi-double to 
double flowers, 60 cm

(Clarkia amoena) Charming annual in colours ranging from salmon, red, rose-pink, white to 
crimson. Long-lasting when cut

Free flowering types with large daisy-like flowers, 75 cm when not indicated otherwise.  Available 
as EC® and normal seeds

White pink tinged flowers in airy spikes. Long flowering patio plant and accent in large plantings
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Gomphrena tall QIS® (rubbed seeds) Globe Amaranth
annual cutting

MP00212 3290.5008 globosa QIS® lilac lavender lilac, 400 s/gr

MP00204 3290.5108 globosa QIS® pink soft pink, 400 s/gr

MP00205 3290.5208 globosa QIS® purple dark purple, 400 s/gr

MP00206 3290.5508 globosa QIS® white pure white, 400 s/gr

MP00207 3290.9558 globosa QIS® formula mixture 400 s/gr

MP00208 3290.5058 haageana QIS® orange 200 s/gr

MP00285 3290.5308 haageana QIS® red 200 s/gr

MP00218 3290.5708 haageana QIS® carmine FSQ 200 s/gr, a striking rosy carmine colour

MP00286 3290.9708 haageana QIS® formula mixture 400 s/gr

MP00321 3290.9908 globosa + haageana QIS® mixed 300 s/gr

Gomphrena tall (rubbed seeds) Globe Amaranth
annual border, cutting

MP00210 3290.4008 haageana Strawberry Fields strawberry-red, 200 s/gr

MP00120 3290.9508 globosa choice mixed mix of white, purple and rose shades, 400 s/gr

Goniolimon tataricum (clean seed) German Statice
perennial cutting 1100 s/gr

MP07695 3295.4000 Woodcreek disease tolerant, uniform strain, 50 cm

Gypsophila elegans Baby's Breath
annual cutting, border 2000 s/gr

MP02474 3330.0400 Kermesina small flowered crimson, 50 cm

MP02472 3330.0600 rosea small flowered light pink, 50 cm

MP02470 3330.0340 Covent Garden large flowered white, 60 cm

Gypsophila paniculata Baby's Breath
perennial cutting, border 1200 s/gr

MP02485 3330.1660 paniculata Snowflake double and semi-double white flowers

MP02483 3330.1600 paniculata single white single flowered white

Gypsophila repens Baby's Breath
P1 perennial rock, border, field flower 1200 s/gr

MP02487 3330.1800 rosea rose

MP02486 3330.1880 alba white

Free and continuously blooming cut flower, everlasting and border plant. Thrives in warm and hot 
weather, 50-60 cm

Large silvery white clouds of small flowers on erect stems. Popular in large flower arrangements, 
both fresh and dried

Cut flower with clouds of tiny blooms. Used as filler in bouquets

Cut flower and border plant with much-branched stems and clouds of small flowers. Good filler for 
bouquets, 90 cm

Mat forming and creeping plants with clusters of tiny flowers. For rockeries and border, 5 cm

The best series for cut flower production. New attractive colours, tall stems, large globular flowers. 
Long vase life, 50-70 cm
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Helenium Sneezeweed
perennial border, cutting, field flower

MP02511 3400.0470 autumnale RedGold Hybrids yellow, orange and bronze tinged, 120 cm, 4000 s/gr

Helianthus annuus dwarf Paquito Sunflower
annual border, pot 50 s/gr

new MP07522 3420.5400 Colorado FSN Red and yellow, brown centre

new MP07524 3420.5420 Limon Lemon yellow, light centre

new MP07523 3420.5410 Sol Golden-yellow, light centre

new MP07526 3420.9060 Mixed

Helianthus annuus dwarf, other Sunflower
annual border, cutting, field flower

MP07570 3420.1900 dwarf Royal early yellow (Sunspot type) gold centre, early, non-branch. 50 cm, 25 s/gr

BI07570 3420.1906 dwf Royal early yel. ORGANIC suitable for edible seeds and petals

MP07584 3420.5310 dwarf Royal Yellow dark centre branching, good contrast, 40 cm, 50 sds/g

MP07544 3420.5300 dwarf Sungold (Teddy Bear) popular double dwarf multiflower type, 50 cm, 45 s/gr

MP07571 3420.0150 Incredible a big yellow flower on a dwarf yet robust plant, 40 cm, 25 s/gr

new MP07594 3420.2000 Zebulon bright yellow, early, 70 cm, 25 s/gr

MP07586 3420.9040 dwarf Royal mixture lemon to golden yellow shades, 60 cm, 50 s/gr

new MP07529 3420.9058 Aztec Treasure mixed exciting blend of Paquito in colours and double dwarf, 50 s/gr

Helianthus annuus Sunflower
annual border, cutting, field flower

MP07547 3420.1800 uniflorus giganteus tall yellow, striped seeds, non-branching, 200+ cm, 15 s/gr

MP07561 3420.0210 Autumn Beauty shades of red, brown and a hint of yellow, 50 s/gr

MP07589 3420.1300 Moonwalker soft yellow, dark centre, multi-branched, 300+ cm, 25 s/gr

MP07590 3420.1450 Earthwalker Terracotta orange, tall, non-branching, 50 s/gr

MP07543 3420.2300 Velvet Queen Velvety brown-red shades, non-branching, 40 s/gr

BI07591 3420.1506 Peredovick ORGANIC good for beefood and soil improvement, 25 s/gr

MP07541 3420.4780 Sungold tall large double golden yellow blooms, branching, 160 cm, 25 s/gr

new MP07573 3420.1470 Golden Hedge F1 FSQ yellow, with dense branching forming a hedge, 160 cm, 50 s/gr

new MP07528 3420.9078 Inca Empire mix  of tall varieties in many colours and forms

Helianthus annuus for cutting Sunflower
annual cutting 25 s/gr

MP07592 3420.1780 The Sun medium to large yellow with black disc, early, non-branc.

MP07583 3420.1600 Taiyo large yellow flowers with black centre, non-branching

new BI07583 3420.1606 Taiyo ORGANIC

Superb upright border plants with large flowers in clusters. Useful for late summer and fall bloom 
in large (casual) groups

Exciting sunflowers for the home gardener. Height is 200-300 cm unless otherwise indicated

Open-pollinated sunflowers for outdoor cutting. Height approx. 180 cm

Unique series of dwarf plants with a base-branching habit, forming a real ball of flowers when 
grown 50 cm apart. Suitable for pot production and Summer bedding, 40 cm.

Exciting sunflowers for the home gardener. Height is 50-60 cm unless otherwise indicated
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Helianthus debilis Beach Sunflower
annual border, cutting 180 s/gr

MP07587 3420.7500 Vanilla Ice creamy yellow flowers with pointed petals, 160 s/gr

Helianthus maximilianus Maximilian's Sunflower
perennial border, cutting 75 s/gr

MP02320 3420.8100 Maximilian's sunflower

Helichrysum bracteatum Strawflower, Everlasting
annual cutting, border 1400 s/gr

MP02614 3430.2510 bright pink

MP02615 3430.3060 bright rose

MP02622 3430.2600 creamy white

MP02625 3430.2540 Fireball

MP02621 3430.2550 golden yellow

MP02620 3430.2560 lemon yellow

MP02626 3430.2570 orange

MP02616 3430.2520 purple red

MP02623 3430.2580 salmon

MP02613 3430.3070 Silvery rose

MP02612 3430.2590 white

MP02628 3430.9020 choice mixed field grown

MP02630 3430.9420 formula mixed of separate colors

Heliopsis helianthoides False Sunflower
perennial border, cutting 200 s/gr

MP02518 3450.6660 Summersun large semi-double golden yellow flowers

Heliotropium arborescens (peruvianum) Heliotrope
annual (Hh perennial)  bedding, pot 1740 s/gr

MP02523 3460.5750 Marine

Helipterum roseum Pierrot Sunray, Pink Paper Daisy
annual cutting, border 400 s/gr

MP70043 3470.0608 Pierrot white - Bebop

MP70044 3470.0658 Pierrot red - Bebop Tetraploid. Large rosyred flowers with dark centre

FS Quality paper-white with dark centre. 

(H. monstrosum) Series with double flowers on strong stems, selected on flower and petal size. 
Very good dry flower, 90 cm

Rich- and longflowering perennial for cutting and large groups in the border, 120 cm

Attractive plant with dark green foliage and large deep blue  flower heads, continuously blooming 
and lovely scented, 45 cm

Striking tetraploid selection with large flowers and black centres. Be-bopped seeds enable machine 
packaging or sowing.

Beach sunflower. Good name for this happy go lucky variety. Small flowers on freely branching 
plants, 150 cm

Impressive tall plants from the American prairie, towers of grey-green willow-like leaves topped 
with golden yellow flowers. 200 cm
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Helipterum roseum (Acroclinium) Sunray, Pink Paper Daisy
annual cutting, border 400 s/gr

MP00038 3470.0510 Brilliant bright rose with yellow and dark centres

MP00042 3470.0480 White pure white with yellow and dark centres

MP00035 3470.9270 Sensation Giants extra large flowering double mixture

Herniaria glabra Smooth Rupturewort
perennial rock, pot, ground cover 14000 s/gr

MP02379 3510.3200 Green Creeper small green foliage, tiny lime-green inflorescence

Hesperis matronalis Dame's Rocket
biennial border, field flower 500 s/gr

MP02890 3520.5060 purple violet

MP02892 3520.5080 white

MP02895 3520.9200 mixture

 

Heuchera Coral Bells
perennial border 25000 s/gr

MP02544 3530.3000 micrantha Palace Purple evergreen purple foliage, white spikelets, 30 cm

MP02321 3530.6500 sanguinea Vivid green foliage, crimson-red flowers, 50 cm

Iberis amara Candytuft
annual bedding, cutting 400 s/gr

MP07780 3710.0380 Iceberg Superior

MP07779 3710.0100 Wildflower

Iberis umbellata Candytuft
annual border, bedding, pot 430 s/gr

MP07786 3710.9420 standard mixture height 30 cm

MP07796 3710.9090 Fairy mixture compact mix of rose, pink, white, red and purple, 25 cm

Iberis Candytuft
perennial rock, border

MP07802 3710.2300 gibraltarica lilac changing to white, 370 s/gr

MP07801 3710.2660 sempervirens Snowflake white flower clusters, 250 s/gr

Everlasting flower with upward facing blooms. Helipterum must be sown early spring for good bud 
formation, 50 cm.

Large, white, almost Hyacinthlike fragrant blooms on strong stems. For bedding and cutting, 40 cm

Fast growing variety for mass plantings, large beds and edgings. Due to its even flowering habit it 
is also used as pot plant

Evergreen ground cover with dark green leaves and umbel-like flower clusters. Spreading habit. 
Uniform selections, 15-20 cm

mat forming plant for carpet bedding and component in patio pots. Soft-to-walk-on evergreen 
grass substitute, 5 cm

Long-stemmed plants with large racemes of fragrant flowers, 80 cm. Pleasant additions to semi-
wild and naturalistic areas

Attractive wintergreen foliage rosette with many airy panicles of tiny bell-shaped flowers. Excellent 
in (large) groups in the border
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Impatiens balsamina Garden Balsam
annual border, bedding 100 s/gr

MP00507 3730.9405 Tom Thumb mixed top flowering, compact plants, 25 cm

MP00500 3730.9030 Camellia flowered mixed large flowers along the stems, 50 cm

Impatiens balsamina Topknot Garden Balsam
annual bedding, pot 100 s/gr

MP00512 3730.9408 Topknot formula mixture

Incarvillea delavayi Chinese Trumpet Flower
perennial pot, border 250 s/gr

MP02824 3740.1600 Deli rose trumpet shaped rosy red flowers

Ionopsidium acaule
annual rock, border 3300 s/gr

MP02377 3770.0100 Perpetuum Mobile blooms perpetually, and especially in off-seasons

Ipomoea Morning Glory
annual climber

MP02836 3780.2850 nil Scarlet O'Hara wine-red, large flowers, 20 s/gr

MP03324 3780.9070 nil Early Call mixture early, large blooms, semi-climbing, 150 cm, 20 s/gr

MP03319 3780.4750 noctiflora White moonflower, huge white fragrant flowers, 4 s/gr

MP02851 3780.4200 quamoclit Cardinalis small cardinal-red tubular flowers, 40 s/gr

MP02850 3780.9080 purpurea (volubilis) mixed early flowering robust type, 40 s/gr

MP02834 3780.2410 tricolor Heavenly blue light blue, early and large flowering, 20 s/gr

MP02451 3780.1400 purpurea Grandpa Ott purple with violets tripes, 20 s/gr

MP02846 3780.9420 tricolor Imperialis mixed robust and vigorous type, 30 s/gr

Kniphofia Tritoma, Red Hot Poker
perennial border 370 s/gr

MP07845 3910.7260 uvaria Royal Castle Hybrids

(Pharbitis) Twining, quick growing vines for the adornment of fences, walls, trellises and other 
support. None is difficult to grow, 200-300 cm

Tall and bold flower spikes in shades of red, orange and yellow arise from an evergreen leaf 
rosette, 100 cm

Easily grown Balsam with bushy plant habit and double flowers

Uniform bedding and pot plant with excellent pack-performance. 100% double flowers showing 
well above the foliage, 20 cm

Beautiful plant with glossy, deeply divided low-growing foliage and stalks carrying dozens 
'Gloxinia' flowers in early summer, 50 cm

Honey-scented tufts of tiny lilac flowers, for shadowy spots. Self-seeds discreetly. So-flo is 4-5 
weeks, 5 cm
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Kochia scoparia
annual bedding, border 1100 s/gr

MP02917 3920.3000 childsii Evergreen very ornamental selection that remains bright green in autumn

MP02920 3920.6500 scoparia Autumnred green foliage, turning red in autumn

Lagurus ovatus Bunny Tails
annual cutting, border 1600 s/gr

MP08384 3980.9660 rubbed seeds

Lathyrus latifolius Everlasting Sweet Pea
perennial climber 20 s/gr

MP06132 4020.0560 Pink Pearl

MP06133 4020.0570 Red Pearl

MP06131 4020.0580 White Pearl

MP06130 4020.9180 Pearl mixture

Lathyrus odoratus dwarf Sweet Pea
annual border, edging 12 s/gr

MP06112 4020.9090 Bijou dwarf mixture dwarf bushy mixture, 40 cm

MP06110 4020.9170 Knee-Hi improved mix semi-dwarf, 60 cm

Lathyrus odoratus Spencer Sweet Pea
annual climber, cutting 12 s/gr

MP06020 4020.9050 Spencer choice mixed regular mixture

Lathyrus odoratus Winter Sunshine Sweet Pea
annual climber, cutting 25 s/gr

MP06088 4020.0910 Cream

MP06089 4020.0940 Lavender

MP06098 4020.0980 Mauve

MP06099 4020.0930 Mid Blue

MP06100 4020.0900 Navy

MP06101 4020.0990 Opal

MP06102 4020.0960 Pink

MP06105 4020.0970 Rose

MP06106 4020.0920 Scarlet

MP06107 4020.0950 White

new MP06077 4020.9650 Sunshine 'n Roses Mix of rose-pink and white shades

new MP06108 4020.9600 Formula Mixture of all colours

Attractive erect grass with small fluffy woolly plumes, 50 cm

Long flowering climber with masses of Sweet Pea-like flowers in summer, 200 cm. Excellent for 
covering ugly structures, too

Compact Sweet pea in rich colours for the border and for edging

Attractive climber with masses of large fragrant flowers, 150 cm

Outstanding series for greenhouse cutflower production in early Spring. Carefully selected for long 
stems with many large undulating flowers. Ask for cultural info!

Bushy annual forming a mound of fine foliage. Useful as annual hedge and as dot plant in 
bedding displays, 80 cm
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Lathyrus odoratus Spring Sunshine Sweet Pea
annual climber, cutting 25 s/gr

MP06003 4020.1110 Blush

MP06004 4020.1180 Burgundy

MP06005 4020.1120 Cerise

MP06007 4020.1100 Champagne

MP06008 4020.1140 Cream

MP06009 4020.1190 Light Blue

MP06010 4020.1150 Lilac

MP06013 4020.1210 Orange

MP06014 4020.1170 Peach

MP06015 4020.1220 Scarlet

MP06016 4020.1160 White

new MP06001 4020.9510 "Above the clouds" mix light blue and creamy pink shades

new MP06002 4020.9550 "On the beach" mix of light pastel shades

new MP06017 4020.9500 Formula Mixture of all colours

Lavandula Lavender
P1 perennial border, pot, herb 1000 s/gr

MP02963 4040.0410 ang. Hidcote Blue Strain deep blue flowers, compact habit, 30 cm

MP02964 4040.0450 angustifolia Munstead Strain lavender blue, compact and uniform, 50 cm

MP03175 4040.6200 stoechas Purple Ribbon large purple 'ears' above purple flower heads, 60 cm

Lavatera trimestris Rose Mallow
annual cutting, border 125 s/gr

MP02970 4050.9280 choice mixed rose, pink and white mixed, 100 cm

MP02972 4050.6000 white 100 cm

MP02977 4050.6830 Loveliness bright rose, 100 cm

BI02977 4050.6836 Loveliness ORGANIC

new MP03334 4050.6820 Ruby Regis carmine-rose, 60 cm

MP02985 4050.6840 Mont Blanc white, 60 cm

MP02984 4050.6850 Silver Cup salmon rose with dark veins, 60 cm

Layia elegans
annual border 1000 s/gr

MP03198 4060.2200 Tidy Tips

Lewisia cotyledon
perennial pot, rock, border 1700  s/gr

MP02991 4150.1360 Sunset Strain Excellent strain for winter and spring pot plant sales

Stunning plant in flower beds and containers for its fragrance and heat tolerance. Wintergreen. 
First year flowering when sown early

Classic cut flower and cottage garden plant with large glistening flowers

Easily grown annual with yellow flowers with white tip. Attractive in the border and for adding 
colour to rock gardens, 35 cm

Evergreen foliage rosettes showing a profusion of delicate flowers in pastel shades, 25 cm. Cold 
germinator

As above, for greenhouse production in late Spring.
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Liatris spicata (clean seeds) Blazing Star
perennial cutting, border 400 s/gr

MP03001 4160.9650 Florist Strain Violet violet, extra long spikes, 90 cm

 

Limnanthes
annual border, rock 130 s/gr

MP03028 4210.1300 douglasii yellow with white tip, 10 cm

Limonium sinuatum QIS® Statice, Sea Lavender
annual (HhB/HhP) cutting 350 s/gr

MP77677 4213.7748 QIS® dark blue - EC® seeds - All suited for both greenhouse and outdoor production

MP77678 4213.7768 QIS®  pale blue - EC® seeds - Charming as filler in fresh and dried flower bouquets

MP77675 4213.7778 QIS®  rose - EC® seeds - EC® graded seeds for uniform growth

MP77679 4213.7788 QIS®  white - EC® seeds

MP77676 4213.7798 QIS®  yellow - EC® seeds

MP77674 4213.8108 QIS®  lavender - EC® seeds

MP77681 4213.7728 QIS®  apricot - EC® seeds

MP77671 4213.9448 QIS® soft pastel shades - EC® seeds rose, white, lavender and pale blue

MP77680 4213.9008 QIS®  formula mix - EC® seeds

Limonium sinuatum Statice, Sea Lavender
annual cutting 350 s/gr 

MP07672 4213.7610 Apricot Beauty pastel apricot shades

MP07666 4213.7630 Midnight Blue deep blue

MP07664 4213.7620 Iceberg pure white

MP07670 4213.7660 Rosea Splendens Superba pure rose

MP07668 4213.7600 Heavenly Blue clear sky blue

MP07662 4213.7650 Bonduelli dark yellow

MP07660 4213.9410 Pacific choice mixed

Limonium suworowii Pink Statice
annual cutting 8000 s/gr

MP07683 4213.9690 rose-pink (clean seeds)

Limonium (clean seeds) Sea Lavender
perennial cutting

L. dumosum (tataricum) Please see Goniolimon

MP07687 4213.9710 latifolium clouds of lavender-blue flowers, 60 cm, 1100 s/gr

MP07696 4213.9720 perezii Atlantis deep lavender blue, uniform for cutting, 100 cm, 1000 s/gr

Perennial Statice varieties for fresh cutting and for use in everlasting flower arrangements

Free flowering spreading annual for edging, border and rockeries. Prefers a slightly moist soil. 
Easy to grow and long flowering

(Statice sinuata) Excellent series for professional cutting for its uniformity, clear colours, flower 
size and stem quality, 75-90 cm. More info - see below

(Statice sinuata) Annual Statice used as filler in fresh and everlasting flower arrangements, 70 cm

Erect base-branched plants with long spikes, flowering from top to bottom (rather unique, this is). 
Exellent for cuting and border

Slender rose-pink spikes, 60 cm. For fresh cut flower production. Light germinator
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Linaria maroccana Moroccan Toadflax
annual border, field flower

MP03046 4220.1520 Fairy Bouquet

Linaria purpurea Purple Toadflax
perennial border 6700 s/gr

MP03337 4220.0650 Canon J. Went clear rose, very uniform plant habit, first year flowering

MP03336 4220.0600 purple violet

Linaria vulgaris Toadflax
P1 perennial border, field flower 7000 s/gr

MP03247 4220.0900 Toadflax wild type

Linum grandiflorum Red Flax
annual border, field flower 300 s/gr

MP03030 4230.1370 rubrum brilliant red

MP03315 4230.1380 Bright Eyes white with red centre

MP03316 4230.1350 Charmer Salmon

MP03323 4230.1400 Charmer Mixture

MP03256 4230.1360 Blue Dress

Linum perenne Perennial Blue Flax
perennial rock, border, field flower 750 s/gr

MP03311 4230.0640 nanum Diamond FSN white, compact habit, for rockeries, 25 cm

MP03036 4230.0680 nanum Saphyr FSN sky-blue, compact habit, for rockeries, 25 cm

MP03035 4230.0620 blue border and field flower, 40 cm

new MP03037 4230.0610 album white version of blue, 40 cm

Lobelia erinus compacta
annual bedding, pot 30000 s/gr

MP03072 4290.1220 compacta Cambridge Blue light blue

MP03078 4290.1360 compacta Crystal Palace deep blue, bronze foliage

MP03080 4290.1570 compacta Emperor William bright blue, green foliage, 15 cm

MP03082 4290.1340 compacta Rosamond carmine rose with white eye

MP03074 4290.1320 compacta Mrs Clibran blue with white eye

MP03070 4290.9420 compacta String of Pearls compact mixture of all colours, 15 cm

Easy to grow annual that flowers abundantly and long when sown where they are to flower, 45 cm

Base-branched plant of light and airy appearance, topped with blue or white flowers

Rich-flowering bedding plants with good pack and pot performance. So-flo is 8-11 weeks

Dwarf mixture with bushy habit topped with tiny flowers in many colours, 30 cm

Lovely border plant with airy spikes of small blooms above grey foliage, 80 cm. When sown early, 
Canon J. Went flowers in the first year

Wild flower with elegant spikes of yellow flowers with orange blotch, 60 cm
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Lobelia erinus pendula
annual hanging basket, pot 30000 s/gr

MP03084 4290.2120 pendula Blue Cascade mid blue, 30 cm

MP03083 4290.2740 pendula Mauve Cascade lilac mauve

MP03091 4290.2620 pendula Red Cascade purple red with white eye

MP03089 4290.2720 pendula Ruby Cascade purple rose, more compact

MP03090 4290.2700 pendula Sapphire blue with white eye

MP03087 4290.9460 pendula Colour Cascade formula mixture of all colours

Lobelia - perennial varieties
perennial border, cutting

MP03095 4290.3300 fulgens Queen Victoria scarlet-red spikes, bronze foliage, 60 cm,  18.000 s/gr

MP03093 4290.3700 siphilitica clear blue, 60 cm, beautiful at watersides, 20.000 s/gr

MP03092 4290.3800 x gerardii (vedrariensis) violet purple, 90 cm, 16.700 s/gr

Lobularia maritima Sweet Alyssum
annual bedding, edging, pot 2500 s/gr (Alyssum m.)

MP00138 4293.0200 benthamii Corbeille d'argent, white, honey-scented, 25 cm

MP00142 4293.2250 Carpet of Snow improved white, flat mass of white flowers, 15 cm

MP00147 4293.2550 Rosie O'Day rose, 12 cm

MP00150 4293.2620 Royal Carpet purple, 15 cm

MP00146 4293.9000 extra mixture formula mixture of white, rose and purple, 12-15 cm

MP00339 4293.2350 Crispy white Very compact and uniform flowering in pack stage, 10 cm

Lunaria annua Honesty
biennial/annual cutting, field flower 50 s/gr (Lunaria biennis)

MP03111 4330.0610 alba White money plant. Especially good for drying

MP03110 4330.0680 violet Money plant

MP03112 4330.9010 choice mixed

Lupinus Lupine
see varieties border, field flower

MP03196 4340.0120 angustifolius blue, 70 cm, annual, 6 s/gr

MP03120 4340.0270 hartwegii dwarf Pixie Delight dwarf mix in blue, white and rose, 30 cm, annual, 60 s/gr

MP03122 4340.9180 hartwegii mixed long flower spikes, tall stems, 70 cm, annual, 60 s/gr

MP03197 4340.0160 luteus golden yellow, 50 cm, annual, 6 s/gr

MP03221 4340.1300 perennis (wild type) blue, 80 cm, used as green manure, perennial, 40 s/gr

Beloved trailing varieties for mixed hanging baskets and window boxes.

Wild type species with attractive flowers of which the stems with coin-shaped seed pods are useful 
in flower arrangements, 70 cm

Easily grown plants with appealing, sweet-scented flower spikes

Attractive plants with basal foliage, erect leafy stems and long flower spikes. They do best in 
moistish soils

Carpet-forming annuals covered with honey-scented clusters of tiny blooms, for commercial 
production
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Lupinus polyphyllus Russell Lupine
perennial border, field flower 45 s/gr

MP03162 4340.2130 Chandelier yellow shades

MP03152 4340.2150 My Castle brick-red shades

MP03160 4340.2160 Noble Maiden shading from ivory to pure white

MP03154 4340.2170 The Chatelaine pink shades with white flag

MP03158 4340.2180 The Pages glowing carmine shades

MP03156 4340.2190 The Governor blue shades

MP03151 4340.9040 Band of Nobles formula mixture

MP03150 4340.9050 choice mixed field grown mixture

MP03165 4340.9210 Minarette dwarf mixed early flowering mix, good colour range, 50 cm

Lychnis Campion, Catchfly
P1 perennial border, field flower

MP03180 4360.1160 chalcedonica scarlet Jerusalem Cross, fiery red blooms, 100 cm, 2000 s/gr

MP03211 4360.2700 flos-cuculi (wildflower) Ragged Robin, rose frilled flowers, 40 cm, 5000 s/gr

Lytrum salicaria Purple Loosestrife
perennial border, field flower 23.000 s/gr

MP03192 4390.6500 Rosy Gem

Malope trifida Mallow Wort
annual border, cutting 350 s/gr

MP03212 4440.6810 white

MP03216 4440.6850 purple

MP03214 4440.6860 rose

MP03210 4440.9280 mixture

Malva Mallow
P1 perennial border, pot, field flower

MP03215 4450.5110 moschata alba white, 70 cm, 510 s/gr

MP03217 4450.5160 moschata rosea rose, 70 cm, 510 s/gr

MP73215 4450.5119 moschata white EC® seeds EC®seeds for easy culture

MP73217 4450.5169 moschata rosea EC® seeds EC® seeds for easy culture

MP03218 4450.6750 sylvestris mauritiana Veined purple flowers in long spikes, 100 cm, 235 s/gr

new BI03218 4450.6756 sylvestris Mauritiana ORGANIC

Large shiny mallow flowers on long, strong stems. Attracts bees. Cut flower with good vase life. 
Best direct sown, 90 cm

Free flowering bushy plants with attractive flowers.  Continuously flowering until frost. Excellent 
when grown as annual (patio) plant

Handsome plant with long showy flower spikes, 100 cm

Pretty upright border plants for sunny positions in the garden. Attractive in naturalistic gardens, 
too

Deep rose spikes on bushy plants, 100 cm. Attracts butterflies and bees. Useful in the border and in 
large (moist) plantings
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Matthiola Stock
annual border, bedding

MP03238 4480.0010 bicornis Night-Scented stock, lilac, 50 cm, 1300 s/gr

MP02211 4480.9050 incana Ten Week mixed early flowering dwarf mixture, 35 cm, 600 s/gr

Mimosa pudica Sensitive Plant
annual (Hh perennial)  pot, border 230 s/gr

MP03273 4630.5900 Touchy Tina standard seeds

MP73273 4630.5908 Touchy Tina EC® seeds EC® seeds are offered for easy germination

Mina lobata Fire Vine
annual climber, pot 35 s/gr 

MP03286 4650.4700 Exotic Love

Mirabilis jalapa Marvel of Peru
annual (perennial) border

MP00745 4660.9160 choice mixed mix of red, yellow, rose and white

MIXTURES
annual (perennial) border

Moluccella Bells of Ireland
annual cutting 140 s/gr

MP03287 4680.4700 laevis

Monarda Bee Balm
annual (Hh perennial)  border, cutting 1800 s/gr

MP08503 4700.1300 citriodora rosy lilac flower whorls, for informal plantings, 80 cm

MP03270 4700.1400 hybrida Lambada rose purple whorls, mildew tolerant, long flowering, 60 cm

Monarda didyma Scarlet Bee Balm
perennial border, cutting 2000 s/gr

MP03290 4700.9070 Milano mixture vibrant wine-red, pink, purple and rose blooms in clusters

Bushy plant with very fragrant trumpet-shaped flowers in clusters, usually grown as annual, 80 cm

Cut flower with green spikes and bell-shaped calyces. Precool seeds 5 days prior to sowing, 70 cm. 
Remove upper leaves after cutting. Filmcoated seeds upon request.

Aromatic summer border plant and cut flower with numerous flowers in whorls on base-branched 
plants

Attractive garden plant - also to butterflies - with Earl Grey scented foliage when touched, 80 cm. 
Best in semi-shade and moistish soils

Cottage garden annual with bushy habit and flower spikes exuding an wonderful scent

Easily grown plant with fernlike foliage. Thrives in warm, humid conditions. When touched the 
leaves fold together quickly, 30-100 cm

(Quamoclit l.) Elegant climbing plant with slender spikes of flowers starting red and gradually 
changing to orange and yellow in maturity, 200 cm

We are able to supply over 150 different tried and tested flower seed blends to suit any 
requirements, as well as tailor-made mixtures. Please contact us for a quote !
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Myosotis alpestris tall Forget-me-not
biennial bedding, pot, border 1700 s/gr

MP03666 4750.0100 light blue

MP03664 4750.0120 Carmine King rich carmine rose

MP03662 4750.0140 indigo blue

MP03668 4750.0180 white

MP03660 4750.9280 mixed

MP03679 4750.0130 QIS® Mammoth tall deep blue upright habit, extra tall, 40 cm

Myosotis sylvatica dwarf Forget-me-not
biennial bedding, border 1700 s/gr

MP03700 4750.0270 dwarf Ultramarine deep blue, very early and compact

MP03691 4750.0320 Victoria dwarf azurea light blue

MP03694 4750.0340 Victoria dwarf indigo blue

MP03690 4750.0360 Victoria dwarf rose

MP03692 4750.0310 Victoria dwarf white

MP03696 4750.0390 Victoria dwarf formula mixture

Nemesia strumosa (clean seed)
annual bedding, border 6000 s/gr

MP03716 4800.1008 KLM FS Quality mid-blue and white bi-color, small flowers, 20 cm

MP03715 4800.8008 Danish Flag red and white bi-color, small flowers, 20 cm

MP03724 4800.9285 Carnival mixture brilliant mixture, large flowers, 25 cm

Nemophila
annual border, field flower

MP03752 4810.5000 maculata white with a violet dot on each petal tip, 200 s/gr

MP03750 4810.5170 menziesii (insignis) sky blue, 500 s/gr

Nepeta mussinii (racemosa) Catnip
P1 perennial rock, edging 1000 s/gr

MP03760 4830.5200 blue - excellent as ground cover

MP03759 4830.5220 white - and in low maintenance municipal plantings over spring bulbs

Nicandra Apple-of-Peru
annual border, cutting 1250 s/gr

MP03764 4860.5800 physalodes

Popular bedding plant with tiny flowers on ball-shaped plants. Uniform selections, 15 cm

Uniform and floriferous selections for bedding and border, available in various brilliant colours 
and colour combinations

Low spreading annuals for edging and rockeries. They prefer slightly moist soil. Best when 
directseeded, 15 cm

Small flower spikes above winter green greyish foliage. For rockgarden and edging, 30 cm. Best in  
dry and sunny conditions

Vigorous border plant with blue flowers followed by apple-shaped seed pods, used in dried flower 
arrangements, 100 cm

Forget-me-not. Traditional companion to spring flowering bulbs, 30 cm
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Nicotiana alata (affinis) Ornamental Tobacco
annual bedding, border 6000 s/gr

MP07725 4870.0150 Bertrand's Lime Green greenish-yellow, weatherproof, 50 cm

new MP07724 4870.3110 Crimson Bedder velvety-crimson, 60 cm

MP07730 4870.0190 grandiflora white height 75 cm, deliciously fragrant at night

MP07720 4870.9360 Sensation mixed red, pink and white flowers don't close in daylight, 90 cm

Nicotiana Ornamental Tobacco
annual bedding, border

MP07731 4870.2000 langsdorfii Lemon Tree pendulous greenish-yellow flowers, 80 cm, 6000 s/gr

MP07729 4870.5080 sylvestris Only the Lonely white, remarkable as accent plant, 150 cm, 22000 s/gr

Nigella damascena Love-in-a-Mist
annual cutting, border, bedding 430 s/gr

MP03793 4890.5010 Black Pod 60 cm, white with red seed pods

MP03792 4890.5020 Green Pod 60 cm, white with green seed pods

MP03804 4890.6160 Miss Jekyll sky blue 60 cm

MP03802 4890.6150 Miss Jekyll rose 50 cm

MP03800 4890.9210 Miss Jekyll mixed 50 cm

BI03800 4890.9216 Miss Jekyll mixed ORGANIC

MP03803 4890.6180 Miss Jekyll white 50 cm

MP03801 4890.9060 Persian Jewels mixed mix of single colors, 40 cm.

Nigella Love-in-a-Mist
annual cutting, border

MP03805 4890.4000 hispanica dark blue, black spider-like seed pods, 900 s/gr

MP03799 4890.6250 orientalis Transformer elegant, pointed green seed pods, yellow flwrs, 270 s/gr

MP03741 4890.6500 sativa, wildflower "Black Cumin"

Oenothera Evening Primrose
annual (HhB/HhP) border

MP04386 4910.5100 missouriensis trailing plant, large yellow blooms. HP, 25 cm, 250 s/gr

MP04388 4910.5950 pallida Innocence

MP04389 4910.5970 paradoxa

MP04384 4910.6000 speciosa Evening Pink soft pink, scented at night, HB, 35 cm, 2250 s/gr

MP04385 4910.4700 lamarckiana (erythr., glaziov. ) large yellow flowers, biennial, 80 cm, 2500 s/gr

Lovely loosely branched garden plants with large showy blooms. Fragrant. Often sown direct

Summer flowering garden plants with high ornamental value, base-branched, erect-stemmed and 
starry, funnel-shaped fragrant blooms

Funnel-shaped fragrant blooms on upright stems. Excellent in sunny flower beds and (large) 
borders. Start in large plugs or pots

Popular summer flower with inflated seed pods, suitable for cutting fresh or dried.

Summer cut flower with decorative seedpods, used both fresh and dried. Sow in intervals to spread 
the harvest, 60 cm
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Origanum Oregano
perennial field flower, border 8500 s/gr

MP04397 4970.8508 Wild Type

Orlaya grandiflora QIS®
annual cutting, border 110 s/gr

MP04394 4980.1000 QIS® White Finch fragrant flowers, for continuous picking, long vase life

Osteospermum ecklonis Cape Daisy
annual (Hh perennial)  bedding, pot 90 s/gr

MP04407 5015.7600 mixed

Panicum elegans QIS®
annual (Hh perennial)  cutting, border 1000 s/gr

MP08443 5050.2800 QIS® Sprinkles

Panicum miliaceum White Millet
annual cutting, field flower 200 s/gr

MP08459 5050.7600 QIS® Umbrella green, pendant feathers

MP08369 5050.7500 violaceum erect, purple spikes

Papaver rhoeas Field Poppy
annual border, field flower 7000 s/gr

MP01541 5060.4560 single red with black blotch bright red, cultivated type

BI01541 5060.4566 sgl red black blotch ORGANIC

MP01539 5060.4570 Wild type single red (true) light red, smaller flowers, long season

new BI01539 5060.4576 Wild type ORGANIC

MP01542 5060.9065 Shirley single mixed many colours and shades

MP01540 5060.9070 double mixed double & semi-dbl, from white to red

new MP01739 5060.9090 Fashion, all sorts mixture of all above and Ladybird poppy

Papaver commutatum Caucasian Scarlet Poppy
annual border 7700 s/gr

MP01532 5060.4140 Lady Bird

Free flowering Poppy with numerous brilliant scarlet flowers with a black lady-bird blotch in each 
petal, 50 cm

Good cut flower with umbels of white lacy flowers of which the outer petals are much larger than 
the others, 70 cm

Compact branched plants in a mixture of white, rose and purple daisy flowers. Long flowering 
bedding strain, 20 cm

Ornamental grass with strong stems and airy clouds of tiny green red tinged spikelets. Excellent 
filler for bouquets, 80 cm

Ornamental grass with large, loose, pendulous green-violet panicles, 90 cm. Attractive in flower 
arrangements

Common aromatic perennial wildflower with nectar-rich pinkish flowers, 40 cm.

Free flowering Field Poppy for flowerbeds and borders. Best when directseeded (taproot), 60 cm
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Papaver nudicaule Iceland Poppy
P1 Hh perennial rock, bedding, border 6500 s/gr

MP04600 5060.9050 mixture shades of orange, yellow, white, pink and cream

Papaver orientale Oriental Poppy
perennial border 4500 s/gr

MP04588 5060.5120 Brilliant fiery scarlet-red, 80 cm

MP04590 5060.5160 Princess Victoria Louise salmon pink with black blotch, 80 cm

MP04585 5060.5150 Dwarf Allegro scarlet-red, compact strain, 40 cm

Papaver somniferum Opium or Breadseed  Poppy
annual cutting, border 2200 s/gr

MP04567 5060.4600 The Giant huge inflated seed pods

MP04528 5060.4610 QIS® Bowling Ball huge seed pods in best rounded shape

MP04571 5060.4700 Hen and Chickens large seed pods surrounded by many small ones

MP04491 5060.4710 Pepperbox medium-sized open seed pods

MP04568 5060.4810 paeoniflorum scarlet large double scarlet flowers

MP04570 5060.9080 paeoniflorum choice mixed pompon flowers in many colours

Passiflora Passion Flower
Hh perennial climber 210 s/gr

MP04560 5120.1100 caerulea

Pennisetum Fountain grass
P1 Hh perennial bedding, border

MP08444 5170.5400 macrourum Tail Feathers tall slender white to brown spikes, 180 cm, 1000 s/gr

MP08389 5170.9690 villosum Cream Falls fluffy pendulous cream-white spikes, 80 cm,  550 s/gr

Penstemon barbatus Golden-Beard Penstemon
P1 Hh perennial bedding, rock, border, pot

MP05183 5180.9440 Cambridge mixture distinct shades of rose, pink, blue and purple, 30 cm, 1100 s/gr

MP05647 5180.9500 dwarf Navigator compact mixture for professional production, 25 cm, 1500 s/gr

Penstemon digitalis Foxglove Beardtongue
perennial border, rock, pot 3100 s/gr

MP05757 5180.2200 Husker Red Superior improved selection. 

Attractive climber with blue and white star-like flowers, 300 cm. For greenhouse and outdoor 
plantings

Genetically compact Penstemon with many flower spikes in smashing colours, blooming almost 
forever. So-flo 16-20 weeks

Tall and handsome garden plant with bronze-purple foliage and branching panicles of white 
flowers, 60 cm. Lower temp. (2 wks +5ºC) enhances germination

Spectacular grasses for mass effects in landscape plantings. Tolerate dry soils and hot summers.

Very large open flowers in magnificent colours above basal foliage. Splendid border plant in late 
spring and early summer

Seed pods are used in flower arrangements, 75 cm. Import/culture may be prohibited in your 
country. Please check before ordering!

Large flowered bright mixture, 50 cm.
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Penstemon hartwegii Hartweg's  Beardtongue
annual (Hh perennial)  bedding, border 3000 s/gr 

MP05179 5180.3160 Le Phare (Scarlet Queen) scarlet with white throat

MP05180 5180.9110 Sensation mixture mix of white, red, pink lilac, purple and bicolours

Perilla Shiso, Beefsteack Plant
annual border, salads 750 s/gr

MP05200 5200.5300 frutescens Nankinensis

Petroraghia (Tunica) Tunic Flower
P1 perennial rock, border 550 s/gr

MP07860 5204.6000 saxifraga

 

Petunia
annual bedding, pot 8000 s/gr

MP05254 5220.2120 Blue Bedder (Alderman) deep blue, 35 cm

MP05262 5220.2150 Fire Chief light red, compact, 25 cm

MP05252 5220.2200 Rose of Heaven superb strain, bright rose, 30 cm

MP05250 5220.2220 Snowball pure white, 30 cm

MP05270 5220.9260 Star mixed rose to purple with white stars, 30 cm

MP05264 5220.9410 Bertrand's extra mixture of the above colors

MP05265 5220.9030 nana compacta mixture free flowering bushy mixture, 30 cm

MP05295 5220.9050 hybrida pendula mixture spreading habit, 35 cm

Phacelia Phacelia, Scorpionweed
annual border, field flower

MP05725 5230.1000 campanularia gentian blue, bellshaped flowers, 25 cm, 1800 s/gr

MP05730 5230.6700 tanacetifolia lavender, also used as green manure, 70 cm, 500 s/gr

BI05730 5230.6706 tanacetifolia ORGANIC

Phalaris canariensis Canary Grass
annual cutting, border 160 s/gr

new MP08395 5240.1000 Canary Grass

Profusely flowering bedding plants for home gardening in shades of pink, purple, rose and white

Long flowering and easily grown annuals of which the flowers attract bees

(P. gentianoides) Attractive bedding and border plants with hyacinth-like flower spikes and 
tubular blooms, 70 cm

A loose mound covered with little rosy flowers suggestive of a miniature Gypsophila, 20 cm. 
Flowers first year when sown early

Bushy plant with curly purple-red leaves, popular as a foliage accent plant in summer bedding 
schemes. Also used as salad leaves in oriental cooking.

Ornamental grass with sturdy stems topped by compact panicles, 60 cm/+. Excellent for drying, 
can also be dyed in several colours.
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Phaseolus coccineus Scarlet Runner Bean
annual climber 50 s/gr

MP02497 5250.5000 bicolor (Painted Lady)

MP02496 5250.5200 red

MP02495 5250.5100 white

MP02498 5250.9050 mixed

Phlox drummondii Annual Phlox
annual border, bedding 600 s/gr

MP05750 5310.9060 grandiflora choice mixed rich-coloured mix, 45 cm

MP05780 5310.9080 cuspidata Twinkle dwarf mixed star-shaped flowers in bright colours, 35 cm

MP05770 5310.9055 nana compacta Beauty mixed straight blue, pink, crimson, salmon and white, 20 cm

Physalis alkekengi Chinese Lantern
perennial border, cutting 600 s/gr

MP05815 5350.2730 var franchetii Gigantea

Platycodon grandiflorus Florist Balloon Flower
P1 perennial cutting, border 1100 s/gr

MP05951 5470.3320 Florist blue

MP05952 5470.3340 Florist pink

MP05953 5470.3380 Florist white

MP05954 5470.3390 Florist mixture

Platycodon grandiflorus Balloon Flower
P1 perennial border 1100 s/gr

MP05955 5470.3480 mariesii

Polemonium Jacob's Ladder
perennial bedding, border, rock

MP06135 5540.1010 caeruleum Blue Pearl lavender, 60 cm, uniform, so-flo 12 weeks,  1100 s/gr

MP06136 5540.1080 caeruleum White Pearl pure white form of then above

Polypogon Annual Beard-Grass
annual cutting, border 7500 s/gr

MP08371 5570.5100 monspeliensis

Ornamental grass with long, straight, cream-coloured spikes, 60 cm

Bushy plant producing large vivid orange papery calyxes resembling Chinese lanterns. Used for 
decoration, 80 cm

Exotic perennial with balloon-shaped buds and starry flowers on strong stems. Excellent strain for 
cutting, 60 cm

Floriferous border plant for late summer and autumn with balloon-shaped buds and violet-blue 
star-shaped flowers, 50 cm

Nice foliage rosette of finely cut leaves, almost ever green, topped with intensely violet blue 
flowers

Compact and tall summer flowering plants in shades of red, crimson, pink and white. They are not 
suited for spring pack sales

Easy, popular climbing plants for the vegetable and the flower garden.
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Portulaca grandiflora Purslane
annual bedding, pot 11.000 s/gr

MP06164 5590.3360 Bertrand's Single Ruby bright magenta, stands out !

MP06160 5590.9115 single flowered mixture

MP06153 5590.9000 double flowered mixture double and semi-double

new MP06150 5590.9110 Bertrand's extra double mix superb, fully double, extra large-flowered blend

Primula Primrose
perennial border, rock

MP06180 5610.9000 elatior-hyb. Super Choice mixed generous mix of large flowers in pure colours, 1100 s/gr

Prunella grandiflora Selfheal
P1 perennial bedding, border, rock 700 s/gr

MP06511 5650.3200 Pagoda mixture mixture of violet blue, rose and white

MP06467 5650.3300 violet blue

MP06522 5650.3310 alba white

Pulsatilla vulgaris (clean seeds) Pasqueflower
perennial border, rock 400 s/gr

MP00304 5700.9680 Violet Bells

Reseda Mignonette
annual field flower, border 750 s/gr

MP06910 5820.0500 odorata Grandiflora

Ricinus communis Castor Oil Plant
annual border, solitary, pot

MP06950 5910.1270 sanguineus dark red leaves, 2 s/gr

MP06948 5910.1220 New Zealand purple-bronze foliage and stems with a violet hue, 7 s/gr

Rudbeckia fulgida Perennial Coneflower
perennial bedding, border 900 s/gr

MP07266 5990.1330 var sullivantii Goldsturm very uniform, well-branched selection

 

Upward facing bell flowers followed by silver seed heads above silky foliage. Delightful throughout 
the season, 30 cm. Cold germinator

Eye-catching annual with large hand-shaped leaves. Effective as accent plant in park plantings 
and flower beds, 180 cm

Golden yellow starry flowers with dark centre. Strong, carefree plant for large plantings, 70 cm. * 
See also: Echinacea

Discrete green flowering plant, distinguished by its powerful sweet, sugary scent, very attractive to 
bees and pollinators.

Low-growing semi-succulent ground cover with pretty flowers in striking colours. For sunny, dry 
sites, 10-15 cm

Rosette-forming plants flowering in spring and early summer. Best in moist, humus-rich soils. 
Some are cold germinators (CG)

Compact, versatile selection smothered in flowers from late spring well into autumn. First year 
flowering series, 15 cm
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Rudbeckia hirta Black-Eyed Susan
annual bedding, border, field flower 1500 s/gr

MP07249 5990.0300 Goldilocks, golden yellow semi-double and double, well-branched, early, 50 cm

MP07260 5990.0500 Marmalade golden yellow with black eye, 50 cm

MP07245 5990.9110 Gloriosa Daisy mixed large flowers in yellow, brown and bicolors, 90 cm

MP07268 5990.0180 yellow wild type, yellow, field flower, 70 cm

Salvia farinacea Mealy Sage
annual bedding, border 750 s/gr

MP07432 6060.8310 Blue Bedder deep blue, 90 cm

MP07392 6060.8360 Rhea best dwarf blue, 40 cm

MP07390 6060.8370 Victoria blue deep blue, 50 cm

MP07391 6060.8380 Victoria white silvery white, 50 cm

Salvia horminum Annual Clary
annual bedding, border 350 s/gr

MP07387 6060.8450 Oxford Blue

MP07389 6060.8480 Pink Sundae

MP07388 6060.8490 White Swan

MP07385 6060.9210 Tricolor tall mixed

Salvia horminum Streaker Annual Clary
annual bedding, border 350 s/gr

new MP07471 6060.8510 Blue

new MP07472 6060.8520 Rose

new MP07470 6060.8530 White

new MP07473 6060.9700 mixed

Salvia Sage
annual/perennial bedding, border

MP07312 6060.9500 coccinea brilliant scarlet spikes, 70 cm, 660 s/gr

MP07386 6060.8600 patens gentian blue, HhP, best grown as annual, 70 cm, 140 s/gr

MP07399 6060.8700 pratensis Meadow Clary, blue spikes, wild type, 70 cm, 380 s/gr

Salvia splendens Scarlet Sage
annual bedding 300 s/gr

MP07350 6060.1110 Carabinière red, bronze-green foliage, late flowering type, 30 cm

MP07356 6060.1175 St. John's Fire scarlet, early flowering strain, 25 cm

Handsome bee-attracting daisy flowers, blooming from summer into late autumn

Long flowering selections, often used in municipal plantings. Uniform and healthy foliage and 
dense flower spikes

In the genus Salvia every species is valued for a different feature

Well-known bedding plant with dense flower spikes and neat foliage, for sunny positions

Exclusive and unique dwarf selections suitable which allow the use of this annual sage valued for 
its colourful bracts in pot production. 30 cm.

Tough bedding- and borderplants for sunny positions in moderately moist soil, often used in large 
flowerbeds by themselves and in municipal plantings.
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Sanvitalia procumbens Mexican Creeping Zinnia
annual bedding, pot 1600 s/gr

MP07320 6120.5500 single yellow

Saponaria ocymoides Rock Soapwort
perennial rock, border 620 s/gr

MP07340 6130.5500 rose

Saponaria vaccaria Cow Soapwort
annual cutting, field flower 180 s/gr

MP07332 6130.7510 White Beauty

MP07330 6130.7560 Pink Beauty

new BI07330 6130.7566 Pink Beauty ORGANIC

 

Saxifraga x arendsii Mossy Saxifrage
perennial rock, border, ground cover 20000 s/gr

MP07303 6160.9200 Rockery Hybrids mixture mix of pink, carmine, rose and white

Scabiosa atropurpurea QIS® Sweet Scabious
annual cutting, border 200 s/gr

MP07417 6170.9500 QIS® formula mixture (clean seed of mixture and colours, see below)

MP07425 6170.2020 QIS® dark blue

MP07427 6170.2040 QIS® deep red

MP07428 6170.2060 QIS® salmon pink

MP07430 6170.2080 QIS® scarlet

MP07446 6170.2090 QIS® black purple

MP07443 6170.2070 QIS® white

Scabiosa atropurpurea QIS® clean sd Sweet Scabious
annual cutting, border 350 s/gr

MP07420 6170.9504 QIS® formula mix clean seed

MP07424 6170.2024 QIS® dark blue clean seed

MP07426 6170.2044 QIS® deep red clean seed

MP07429 6170.2064 QIS® salmon pink clean seed

MP07431 6170.2084 QIS® scarlet clean seed

MP07449 6170.2094 QIS® black purple clean  seed

MP07444 6170.2074 QIS® white clean seed

Popular trailing rock plant, covered with small rose flowers in late spring, 15 cm. For dryish soils 
and stone walls

The Beauty strain is used as cut flower and as filler in mixed bouquets, 60 cm. It can fill the gap 
between two cultures: so-flo is 10 weeks

Mossy, wintergreen ´molehills´ covered with small saucer-shaped flowers in spring, 15 cm. Care free 
perennial for cool spots

Spendid series of annual Scabiosa with large pincushion flowers on long stems. High quality cut 
flower, 80 cm

Clean seeds of above QIS® series

Trailing annual with a profusion of small yellow black-centred flowers. Long flowering bedding 
and hanging basket plant, 10 cm
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Scabiosa caucasica Pincushion Flower
P1 perennial cutting, border 80 s/gr

MP07440 6170.0130 Perfecta clear blue mid blue

MP07441 6170.0155 Perfecta alba white

MP07442 6170.9040 Isaac House's Hybrids free flowering mix of blue, white and lilac shades

Scabiosa stellata Starflower Pincushions
annual cutting, border 30 s/gr

MP07423 6170.3200 Drumstick harvest the young drumstick seed heads

Sedum Stonecrop
perennial rock, bedding, ground cover

MP07460 6240.0100 acre Wall Pepper, bright yellow, 10 cm, 16.000 s/gr

new MP07465 6240.0300 album starry white flowers, foliage turns red in dry conditions, 23000 s/gr

MP07461 6240.6600 ellacombianum (sels.) Selsie glossy foliage, many yellow flowers, 20 cm, 10.000 s/gr

MP07463 6240.6360 reflexum Tripmadam upright grey foliage, yellow flowers, 20 cm, 8000 s/gr

MP07462 6240.6710 spurium Purple Carpet Useful evergreen for rockeries, reddish foliage, 8000 s/gr

Senecio cineraria Silver Ragwort
annual (HP) bedding 1800 s/gr

MP01416 6260.1800 Silverdust

Setaria Foxtail, Bristle Grass
annual cutting

MP08372 6310.5000 italica macrochaeta

MP08474 6310.5040 italica Red Jewel Striking red foliage, 140 cm,  400 s/gr

new BI08474 6310.5046 italica Red Jewel ORGANIC

MP08378 6310.6000 italica Max

Silene - annual varieties
annual border, bedding

MP07482 6330.0500 armeria deep rose, upright, care free, 25 cm, 8000 s/gr

Silene coeli-rosa (Agrostemma)

annual field flower 4000s/gr

MP01546 6330.7600 Rose of Heaven, Rose Beauty 50 cm

Charming annuals with small flowers in clusters. For beds and border. Best when directseeded

Like a diminutive corncockle with lovely rose flowers with a wide white eye.

Light blue flowers followed by cream bronze spherical seed heads which are good in everlasting 
decorations, 70 cm

Elegant cut flower with strong stems and good vase life. When the flowers are regularly cut, it will 
continue to make new ones, 60 cm

Carpet forming evergreens with succulent leaves. Useful and ornamental ground cover for sunny 
sites. Selsie is  good in pots, too

(Cineraria maritima) Compact silvery-grey finely indented foliage plant for bedding, edging and 
community plantings. Weather resistant, 20 cm

Ornamental grass with attractive panicles which are used for cutting. USA import permit required

prominent, semi-pendulous green bristles, 70 cm, 450 s/gr

robust semi-pendulous bronze bristles. 140 cm, 360 s/gr
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Silene coeli-rosa (Viscaria oculata)

annual border, bedding 3000s/gr

MP08035 6330.9050 coeli-rosa mix rose and blue shades, 50 cm

MP08036 6330.8000 coeli-rosa nana Blue Angel compact selection, 25 cm

MP08217 6330.8100 coeli-rosa nana Rose Angel compact selection, 25 cm

Silene conica
annual cutting 3000 s/gr

MP07485 6330.8300 Balletje Balletje

Silene - perennial
perennial field flower, border

MP07502 6330.3400 dioica (Melandrium rubrum) Red Campion, wildflower, 1400 s/gr

MP07478 6330.3200 latifolia subsp. alba (Melandrium album)White Campion, wildflower, 1000 s/gr

MP07503 6330.3900 vulgaris (inflata) 1250 s/gr

Sorghum
annual cutting 60 s/gr

MP08374 6450.5400 nigrum

Stachys Lamb's Ears
perennial border 650 s/gr

MP07658 6520.0900 byzantina (lanata, olympica)

Stipa tenuissima (clean seed) Mexican Feathergrass
perennial bedding, border, pot 3500 s/gr 

MP08413 6570.1000 Pony Tails

Tanacetum coccineum Pyrethrum
perennial border, cutting 450 s/gr 

MP06477 1740.1760 Robinson's crimson deep crimson red

MP06479 1740.1770 Robinson's rose

MP06475 1740.9030 Robinson's Giants mixture shades of red and rose

Masses of small inflated green seed pods, 50-60 cm. Fresh or dried cut flower for in- and outdoor 
production. Best directseeded

Wild flower with delicate, fragrant flowers, 50 cm

Ornamental grass with robust green to dark brown oval inflorescences, 100 cm

Drought tolerant accent plant with deep rose flower spikes on wintergreen white woolly leaves, 45 
cm

give extra nitrogen (N) 2 weeks before harvest for extra stem 
length

Clouds of flaxy flowers in rose and blue shades. For beds and border. Best when directseeded

(Nassella tenuissima) Multi-purpose ornamental grass with graceful fair-haired plumes. Strong 
pot, patio and bedding plant, 40 cm

(Pyrethrum, Chrysanthemum) Fine cut flower and border plant with giant-sized daisy-like flowers, 
90 cm
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Tanacetum parthenium QIS® Tetra Feverfew
annual cut flower, border 2600zd/gr 

MP03307 6670.4200 QIS® Tetra White Wonder double white pompoms

MP03309 6670.4210 QIS® Tetra White Single single white daisies

Tagetes erecta Cupido African Marigold
annual bedding, border 350 s/gr

MP07112 6660.2530 Golden Yellow

MP07114 6660.2590 Lemon Yellow

MP07110 6660.2550 Orange

MP07116 6660.9410 extra mixture

Tagetes erecta tall African Marigold
annual cutting, border 350 s/gr

MP07140 6660.0130 Hawaii, orange

MP07144 6660.0155 Mary Helen, lemon yellow

MP07160 6660.9015 Sunset mixture orange, golden and yellow

Tagetes erecta QIS® Imperiale African Marigold
annual cutting, border 350 s/gr

MP07136 6660.1610 QIS® Imperiale Creme ivory white, 60 cm

MP07137 6660.1630 QIS® Imperiale yellow pure yellow

MP07139 6660.1640 QIS® Imperiale orange vivid orange

MP07148 6660.9120 QIS® Imperiale mixture mixture of pure yellow and orange

new BI07148 6660.9126 QIS® Imperiale mix. ORGANIC petals are also edible

Tagetes patula nana Bonita French Marigold
annual bedding, border 400 s/gr

MP04318 6660.6410 Bolero red - gold bicolor

MP04314 6660.6420 Carmen rusty red

MP04312 6660.6430 Del Sol light yellow, marron blotches

MP04316 6660.6440 Fiesta deep crimson edged yellow

MP04317 6660.6480 Valencia clear orange

MP04310 6660.9050 Bonita mixed

(Matricaria) Good cut-flower for indoor and outdoor cultivation.

Dwarf strain with crested flowers for the home garden, 45 cm.

Tall strains with double, rounded flowers, for the back of borders and cutting. 80 cm

Large double flowers with flat petals on dwarf plants. 25 cm.

Carefully selected series with large, fully double flowers, purple bronze foliage and stems with a 
violet hue, 80 cm
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Tagetes patula nana Lilliput French Marigold
annual bedding, pot 400 s/gr

MP04240 6660.5035 Lemon Drop lemon yellow

MP04286 6660.6133 Orange Flame orange edged marron

MP04246 6660.6370 Spry Yellow with marroon collar

MP04270 6660.9445 Lilliput dwarf crested mix

Tagetes patula nana Boy French Marigold
annual bedding, pot 400 s/gr

MP04164 6660.6330 Golden Boy

MP04163 6660.6340 Harmony Boy orange yellow with brown outer petals

MP04162 6660.6350 Orange Boy

MP04160 6660.6390 Yellow Boy

MP04170 6660.9440 Boy extra mixed

Tagetes patula nana Petite French Marigold
annual bedding, border 400 s/gr

MP04220 6660.6250 Petite orange

MP04222 6660.6290 Petite yellow

MP04228 6660.9070 Petite extra mixed

Tagetes patula nana Royal French Marigold
annual bedding, border 350 s/gr

MP04192 6660.6070 Royal Honeycomb orange with brown outer petals

MP04198 6660.6080 Royal Honeymoon golden yellow

MP04203 6660.6127 Royal Mandarin vivid orange

MP04200 6660.6150 Royal Panther maroon red with orange

MP04210 6660.9065 Royal mixed

Tagetes patula nana French Marigold
annual bedding, border 350 s/gr

new MP04330 6660.6860 Naughty Marietta single yellow and red

MP04334 6660.6840 Legion of Honour (Ehrenkreuz) compact single yellow with brown blotch, 20 cm

new BI04178 6660.5056 Reine Sophie ORGANIC

Tagetes patula tall French Marigold
annual border, nematode control 350 s/gr

MP04370 6660.9040 tall double mixed truly heirloom, double tall strain

MP04360 6660.6110 tall single Harlequin (Jolly Jester) red with yellow stripes, 60 cm

MP04371 6660.6890 tall single Nematodes control single mixed, high foliage mass, 50 cm

BI04371 6660.6896 Nematodes control ORGANIC

Very dwarf plants with large ampounts of small crested flowers. 20 cm.

Heirloom varieties with good garden performance.

Large double flowers with crested centre on dwarf plants. Excellent for bedding, 20 cm

Dwarf series with small flowers and crested centre. For hobby gardening, 25 cm

Extra large flowers with crested centre on vigorous, compact plants, 25 cm

Tall single flowered Marigolds, for ornamental use and soil improvement

red with golden edge, late and vigorous, good for planting 
close to tomatoes. True selection. 25 cm
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Tagetes tenuifolia (signata) Signet Marigold
annual bedding, border, edging 1200 s/gr

MP07742 6660.7120 Gnome (Golden Gem)

MP07743 6660.7130 Lulu (Lemon Gem) very compact, superb selection.

MP07744 6660.7140 Tangerine (Orange Gem)

MP07741 6660.7160 Paprika (Red Carpet)

MP07746 6660.9090 Starfire compact mix of Lulu, Tangerine and Paprika

Teloxys aristata
annual cutting 10.000 s/gr

MP07760 6750.6700 Seafoam best directseeded in warm soil for good germination

Thalictrum Meadow Rue
perennial border, field flower 400 s/gr

MP07777 6790.1700 dipterocarpum (delavayi) rose violet

Thunbergia alata Black-eyed Susan Vine
annual climber, pot 40 s/gr

MP07799 6850.0300 mixture mix of white, yellow and orange, with and without eye

MP07810 6850.0360 Orange Wonder orange with black eye

Tithonia rotundifolia
annual border, field flower 100 s/gr

MP07819 6900.6300 Goldfinger soft orange, 70 cm

MP07820 6900.6900 Torch orange red, 100 cm

Trollius chinensis Globe Flower
perennial border, cutting 1000 s/gr

MP07850 7040.1230 Golden Queen primed seeds are available upon request

Tropaeolum majus Nasturtium
annual climber 8 s/gr

MP00972 7050.0560 lobbianum Spitfire orange scarlet, 200 cm

MP00970 7050.9180 lobbianum choice mixed single-flowered tall mix, 200 cm

MP00984 7050.9110 Gleam mixed double-flowered, semi-tall mixture, 100 cm

Attractive plant with long-stemmed ranunculus-like golden yellow blooms, 80 cm. Thrives in moist 
soils. Cold germinator

Trailing annual with large spurred flowers in bright colours. Good strain for covering walls and 
other structures

Charming garden plant with fern-like foliage and long-stemmed feathery flower clusters, 100 cm

Popular climber for sunny walls and pot plant (with support) or hanging balcony plant

(T. speciosa) Large, bushy border plant with sunflower-like flowers on long stalks. For sunny 
positions

Mounds of fine lacy foliage covered with small single flowers, 30 cm. Continuously flowering well 
into autumn

Moss-like plant with fine green foliage with red glow, 25 cm. Used like moss in floral decorations
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Tropaeolum nanum Whirlybird Nasturtium
annual bedding, border, pot 8 s/gr

MP01004 7050.2310 Whirlybird cherry rose

MP01006 7050.2330 Whirlybird golden yellow

MP01015 7050.2340 Whirlybird mahogany red

MP01003 7050.2360 Whirlybird scarlet

MP01010 7050.9050 Whirlybird choice mixed

MP01011 7050.9058 Whirlybird Formula Mixture

Tropaeolum majus nanum Nasturtium
annual bedding, border, pot 8 s/gr

MP00977 7050.2110 Alaska green-white marbled foliage and bright single flowers

MP00980 7050.2160 Alaska Salmon Orange top flowering with marbled foliage

MP00979 7050.2150 Black Velvet velvelty marroon flowers

MP00978 7050.2120 Empress of India crimson-scarlet single flowers, deep blue green leaves

MP00990 7050.2745 Globe of Fire double, scarlet

MP00998 7050.9150 Jewel choice mixed well above the foliage double flowers, bright colours

MP00976 7050.9290 Tom Thumb mixed dwarf single mixture

MP00999 7050.2750 Peach Melba Superior cream yellow blooms with red dots, dark green foliage

new BI00999 7050.2756 Peach Melba Superior ORGANIC

Verbascum phoeniceum Mullein
P1 perennial border 7500 s/gr

MP07886 7170.5800 mixture

Verbena Vervain
annual (Hh perennial)  bedding, border, pot

MP07973 7180.0300 bonariensis Airy lilac-blue panicles. Accent plant, 100+ cm, 4000 s/gr

MP07970 7180.0900 rigida (venosa) violet purple, compact, for bedding, 30 cm, 1200 s/gr

Verbena hybrida grandiflora Vervain
annual bedding, pot 400 s/gr

MP07938 7180.9150 Ideal Florist Strain height 30 cm

MP07928 7180.9285 Sparkles mixed more compact selection, 25 cm

Veronica spicata Spiked Speedwell
perennial border, cutting 10.000 s/gr

MP07905 7200.6700 blue dark blue, 60 cm

compact habit allows pot production

Free flowering species, mostly grown as annual. Germination may be erratic; lower temperatures of 
less than +5ºC are effective

Early and long flowering bedding plant with clustered flowers in bright colours

Base-branched plants with erect stems and flowers in elegant pointed spikes. For border and 
cutting

Non-trailing, compact Nasturtiums for bedding, border and pots, 25 cm. Extremely easy to grow. 
Flowers and leaves are edible

Single upward-facing flowers without spurs, showing well above the foliage, 25 cm. Compact, non-
trailing plants with great garden performance

Compact basal leaf rosette and numerous base-branched stems covered with tiny flowers in white, 
rose, red and violet, 70 cm
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Viola cornuta Horned Violet
P1 perennial bedding, border 800 s/gr

MP07990 7250.1330 King Henry deep violet purple

MP08001 7250.1320 Helen Mount (Johnny Jump-Up) yellow and violet, wild character

MP08000 7250.9010 roundflowered mixed

Viola odorata Sweet Violet
perennial rock, ground cover, border 250 s/gr

MP08030 7250.0750 Queen Charlotte deep blue, blooms in the fall of the first year from sowing

Viola x wittr. Swiss Giants Pansy
biennial bedding, border 800 s/gr

MP04830 7250.2010 Alpenglow (Evening Glow) fiery red with black blotch

MP04822 7250.2050 Coronation Gold pure yellow

MP04817 7250.2060 Mont Blanc ivory white

MP04834 7250.2070 Flame orange scarlet with black blotch

MP04848 7250.2100 Orange Sun pure orange

MP04836 7250.2120 Luzern carmine pink

MP04826 7250.2140 Rhinegold golden yellow with black blotch

MP04820 7250.2150 Silverbride white black blotch

MP04828 7250.2170 Ullswater deep blue with black blotch

MP04854 7250.9028 Swiss Giants formula mixture

MP04875 7250.9025 Swiss Giants choice mixed

Viola x wittrockiana Pansy
biennial bedding, border 800 s/gr

MP04794 7250.9440 Clear Crystals mixed mixtures of clear colours

MP04745 7250.2190 Bertrand's Eclipse purple white picotee

MP04743 7250.9600 Royale F2 mixed many colours, large flowers

BI05111 7250.9096 Frou-Frou ORGANIC ruffled mixture, improved Châlons type

Wangenheimia lima
annual/Hh perennial   border, cutting 445 s/gr

MP08426 7300.1000 Vulcan

Xeranthemum annuum Annual Everlasting, Immortelle
annual border, cutting 1060 s/gr

MP02606 7320.9070 choice mixed

Large flowered Pansy in bright colours, 15 cm.

Ornamental grass with green fishbone-like seed heads. Nice in the garden and in flower 
arrangements, 60 cm

Crisp-petalled double papery flowers on long stems, 60 cm. Attractive garden plant and everlasting 
flower

Compact plant with small flowers. Can also be grown as annual, 12 cm

Compact plant with fragrant flowers in early spring, 10 cm. Cold germinator

Valuable strains of this classic biennial for the garden.
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Zea gracillima Ornamental Corn
annual cutting 15 s/gr

MP03203 7350.4070 folia variegata white variegated leaves, 150 cm

MP03202 7350.3300 Strawberry Corn small round red cobs, 80 cm

MP03200 7350.5340 Multicolor hybrids cobs with red, orange, blue and yellow seeds,  150 cm

 

Zinnia elegans dahliaflowered
annual cutting, border 125 s/gr

MP08178 7370.0080 Envy chartreuse green, an unusual colour for a flower, 60 cm

MP08214 7370.0050 Dream deep rosy-lavender

MP08216 7370.0060 Eldorado salmon apricot

MP08208 7370.0075 Exquisite rose carmine

MP08204 7370.0110 Scarlet Flame scarlet

MP08210 7370.0120 Purple Prince purple

MP08202 7370.0130 Canary Bird yellow

MP07862 7370.0170 Luminosa mid-pink

MP08206 7370.0150 Meteor purple red

MP08212 7370.0160 Orange King orange

MP08203 7370.0180 Polar Bear white

MP08235 7370.9060 choice mixed large flowered mixture

MP08230 7370.9068 extra mixed blend of all the above colors

MP08458 7370.9010 Art Deco mix purple, rose and lavender mix

new MP08924 7370.9020 Street Art mix

MP08130 7370.9500 Californian Giants mixed extra large flowered mixture

MP08160 7370.9150 Chrysanthemum flwd mix cactus-flowered mixture

MP08123 7370.9080 Pépito extra mixed dwarf with large flowers, 30 cm

MP08090 7370.9300 Thumbelina mixed dwarf with medium flowers,  40 cm

Zinnia elegans Lilliput
annual border, cutting 170 s/gr

MP08100 7370.3610 Lilliput Canary Gem

MP08108 7370.3640 Lilliput Orange Gem

MP08104 7370.3645 Lilliput Pink Gem

MP08103 7370.3650 Lilliput Purple Gem

MP08102 7370.3675 Lilliput Scarlet Gem

MP08110 7370.3690 Lilliput White Gem

MP08121 7370.9090 Lilliput choice mixed

BI08121 7370.9096 Lilliput choice mixed ORGANIC

MP08120 7370.9098 Lilliput extra mixed bright mix of above colors

mix of plain and striped flowers

Sun-loving summer flowers with large double blooms in cheerful colours. Good quality cut flower, 
best sown direct, 75 cm

Small fully double globular flowers in bright colours on upright stems. Best sown direct, 50 cm

Mais with ornamental cobs, used in everlasting floral decorations
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Zinnia elegans Pop Art
annual border, cutting 170 s/gr

new MP08918 7370.3860 Gold with red stripes FSN

new MP08919 7370.3870 White with rose-red stripes

new MP08922 7370.9288 Pop Art striped mixture

Zinnia haageana
annual border, bedding 700 s/gr

MP08320 7370.9200 Persian Carpet mixed bicolor mix of cream, gold, orange, red and brown

MP08319 7370.5500 Old Mexico mahogany and gold bicolor flowers

Attractive bushy plants with numerous double flowers in warm colours and contrasting petal tips, 
40 cm

Profusely-flowering strain with consistently striped flowers of intermediate size, 60 cm.
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HERBS
A selection of - mostly perennial - culinary and medicinal herbs is indicated hereunder

Allium schoenoprasum Chives
perennial 860 s/gr

MP01296 0280.6700 medium leaved uniform strain for commercial production

Allium tuberosum Chinese Chives
perennial 210 s/gr

MP01294 0280.5555 Garlic chives

Anethum graveolens Dill
annual 900 s/gr

MP00305 0430.3300 Dill Common

new BI00305 0430.3306 Dill Common ORGANIC

Anthriscus cerefolium Chervil
annual 390 s/gr

MP01172 0480.1100 Chervil common

Borago officinalis Borage
annual border, herb 50 s/gr

MP00780 0990.5600 Borage azure blue flowers in clusters, bushy habit

BI00780 0990.5606 Borage ORGANIC

Chamaemelum nobile (Anthemis nobile) Roman Chamomile
perennial 7000 s/gr

MP00881 1640.5400 Roman chamomile

Coriandrum sativum Coriander
annual 100 s/gr

MP01595 2030.6700 Coriander

new BI01595 2030.6706 Coriander ORGANIC

Aromatic plant and medicinal herb with healing properties similar to Matricaria recutita, 15-25 cm

medicinal herb with edible leaves and flowers, 50 cm

Finely cut leaves with delicate parsley-like flavour, 30 cm

Long, narrow flat leaves with sweet garlic flavour, 40 cm

Finely cut leaves with strong and distinctive flavour, 60 cm

Slender hollow leaves with mild onion flavour, 30 cm

Popular herb for its leaves and seed. When left to flower, attractive to wildlife.
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Cymbopogon citratus Lemon Grass
Hh perennial 2000 s/gr

MP01710 2247.5000 Lemon grass

Cynara cardunculus Cardoon
perennial 30 s/gr

MP01640 2250.1100 Cardoon

 Echinacea (Rudbeckia) Coneflower
perennial 190 s/gr

MP01949 2660.5000 pallida Pale coneflower

MP01953 2660.6020 purpurea (Rudbeckia p.) Purple coneflower

Hypericum perforatum St John's Wort
perennial 7600 s/gr

MP03268 3680.5700 St. John's Wort

new BI03268 3680.5706 Wild Type ORGANIC

Hyssopus officinalis Hyssop
P1 perennial 1000 s/gr

MP02598 3700.5600 blue

Foeniculum vulgare Fennel
perennial 200 s/gr

MP02058 3010.7000 Fennel common

Lavandula angustifolia (vera) Lavender
perennial 1200 s/gr

MP02960 4040.0400 True lavender erratic germinator

Matricaria recutita (chamomilla) German Chamomile
annual 6250 s/gr

MP00880 4470.1200 German Chamomile, Mayweed

Fresh or dried stalks are used to flavour soups, salads and curries. Erratic germinator. Sow 10-20 
seeds per pot

Well-known aromatic plant with healing properties. Grey-green foliage and spikes of blue blooms, 
winter green, 70 cm

First year flowering bushy plant with small flowers along the stems. Border plant, culinary and 
medicinal herb, 40 cm

Medicinal compounds of the flowers are extracted by macerating these in luke warm oil. Good 
border plant, too, 40 cm

Medicinal herb, the extracts of which are valued as a remedy for infections. Late summer flowering 
border plants and cut flowers, 80 cm

The essential oils have many healing and cosmetic properties. The flowers are used in tea, 40 cm

Large plant with green-grey leaves, of which the bleached midribs are used as vegetable. Edible 
buds. Violet blue thistle-like flowers, 150 cm

Strong plant with fine foliage and large umbels.
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Melissa officinalis Lemon Balm
perennial 2000 s/gr

MP03258 4570.5600 Lemon Balm

new BI03258 4570.5606 Lemon Balm ORGANIC

Mentha Mint
perennial 12.000 s/gr

MP03260 4580.5800 piperita Peppermint

MP03261 4580.6790 spicata (viridis) Spearmint

Mentha pulegium Pennyroyal
perennial 14.000 s/gr

MP03349 4580.5900 Pennyroyal

Nasturtium officinale Watercress
perennial 4000 s/gr

MP01707 4790.5600 Water cress large-leaved strain for commercial production

Nepeta cataria Catmint
perennial 1500 s/gr

MP03747 4830.1100 Catnip, Catmint do not confuse this species with N. mussinii (Mauve catmint)

MP03746 4830.1200 Lemon catnip pleasant lemon fragrance

Ocimum basilicum Basil
annual 700 s/gr

MP00520 4905.4760 Large sweet basil large leaved basil, standard strain, 50 cm

MP00519 4905.4780 Genovese uniform strain with spoon-shaped leaves, 40 cm

MP00525 4905.4850 fine leaved Basil small leaves, bushy habit, 50 cm

MP00517 4905.4870 Cinnamon basil green foliage with purple hue, 40 cm

MP00518 4905.4860 Lush Lemon lemon scented foliage, 50 cm

MP00526 4905.4800 Dark Opal purple foliage (contains some green plants), 40 cm

Pimpinella anisum Aniseed
annual 200 s/gr

MP00325 5420.0300 Anise

Culinary herb with strong, almost perfumed aroma and flavour. Used in pesto, pasta sauces, 
garnish and as (baby leaf) salad

Strong-scented herb with upright habit and small lilac flowers. The leaves are used in tea for its 
calming effects and in cat toys, 70 cm

Succulent leaves with pungent flavour and crisp texture. Grows best in moist soils. Good as salad, 
30 cm

The small oval leaves exude a minty flavour. Also attractive for its ground covering habit and small 
whorls of lilac flowers, 30 cm

Attractive perennials of which the leaves have a strong mint flavour, 70 cm. Used a.o. in tea and 
culinary dishes

Decorative oval leaves with lemon flavour are used for tea and flavouring culinary dishes, 60 cm

Bushy plant mainly grown for its aromatic anise-like seeds, 50 cm
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Rosmarinus officinalis Rosemary
perennial 900 s/gr

MP06954 5960.5600 Rosemary - EC® seeds EC® seeds for easy germination at normal temperatures

Rumex sanguineus Blood sorrel
perennial 1200 s/gr

MP07467 6000.7000 var. sanguineus Red Halley productive selection, upright growing for easy baby leaf harvest

Ruta graveolens Rue
perennial 510 s/gr

MP07284 6010.3200 Rue

Salvia officinalis Sage
halfhardy perennial 130 s/gr

MP07398 6060.8500 Sage

Salvia hispanica Chia
annual 16000 s/gr

BI01252 6060.7306 Chia ORGANIC 

Sanguisorba minor Small Pimpernel
perennial 160 s/gr

MP05941 6090.5200 Burnet salad

BI05941 6090.5206 Burnet salad ORGANIC

Satureja Savory
see varieties

MP07345 6150.3600 hortensis Summer savory, annual, 40 cm, 1500 s/gr

MP07346 6150.5100 montana Winter savory, ever green perennial, 15 cm, 2000 s/gr

Tanacetum vulgare Common Tansy
perennial border, cutting 450 s/gr 

MP01275 1740.8800 vulgare yellow, wild type, 80 cm, 7200 s/gr

Pinnate foliage with pungent, peppery flavour. Leaves are used raw and cooked

Feathery leaves have a pleasant nut-cucumber flavour. Wintergreen wild type plant, 60 cm

Classic culinary herb with grey green broad leaves, used for flavouring warm dishes and tea, 50 cm

Grey green foliage with bitter flavour and strong odour. Medicinal and ornamental herb, 60 cm

Green baby leaves with red veins. Attractive in salads. The flavour is slightly acid, like Garden 
sorrel

Subshrub with pinnate foliage and spicy flavour, 70 cm

(Chrysanthemum v.) Ferny, camphor-scented foliage and golden-yellow flower buttons

Exotic species grown for its highly nutritious seeds
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Thymus serpyllum Creeping Thyme
perennial rock, groundcover, herb 5100 s/gr

MP07812 6860.6600 serpyllum

Thymus vulgaris Thyme
perennial 6000 s/gr

MP07814 6860.7530 Thyme English winter

 

Classic culinary herb with spicy flavour, used in French cooking, 20 cm

Mat forming evergreen plant covered with small purple fragrant spikes, 10 cm. Other Thyme 
species - see herb section
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Discontinued varieties
We regret that the following varieties are no longer carried out in our assortment:

MP00112 0250.7640 ALCHEMILLA mollis Giant Molly yellow green

MP00122 0320.9000 ALSTROEMERIA aurantiaca  Hybrids Mixture

MP00184 0350.0760 AMARANTHUS tricolor splendens Perfecta red, yellow and green

MP00265 0380.3300 ANAGALLIS arvensis (monelli) Blue Pimperell gentian-blue

MP00229 0400.0500 ANCHUSA azurea Dropmore

MP00331 0460.6870 ANTHEMIS sancti-johannis

MP00257 0540.1350 AQUILEGIA caerulea Crimson Star crimson and white

MP00288 0540.9340 AQUILEGIA caerulea Biedermeier Mixture

MP00365 0550.0800 ARABIS blepharophylla Spring Charm

MP00397 0660.5100 ARENARIA montana Avalanche

MP00414 0740.0460 ASPERULA orientalis (azurea) Blue Surprise

MP00453 0780.5000 ASTRANTIA major White

MP08381 1040.5300 BRIZA minima

MP01255 1740.8500 CHRYSANTHEMUM multicaule Yellow

MP01276 1740.9060 CHRYSANTHEMUM indicum Korean Hybrids Mix

MP01568 2020.1100 COREOPSIS tinctoria brown red

MP01586 2020.1980 COREOPSIS grandiflora Sunray

MP01585 2020.6890 COREOPSIS grandiflora double Louis d'Or

MP01523 2180.1740 CUCURBITA pepo Cuillère du Diable

MP01757 2250.6900 CYNARA scolymus Ornamental Purple Romagna

MP05836 2390.8000 DELPHINIUM belladonna QIS® Máxima

MP05837 2390.8300 DELPHINIUM belladonna QIS® Amalia

MP05900 2390.6300 DELPHINIUM cultorum Giant Pacific Astolat

MP05898 2390.6310 DELPHINIUM cultorum Giant Pacific Black Knight

MP05897 2390.6320 DELPHINIUM cultorum Giant Pacific Blue Bird

MP05896 2390.6330 DELPHINIUM cultorum Giant Pacific Blue Jay

MP05904 2390.6340 DELPHINIUM cultorum Giant Pacific Camelliard

MP05902 2390.6350 DELPHINIUM cultorum Giant Pacific Guinevere

MP05892 2390.6360 DELPHINIUM cultorum Giant Pacific Galahad

MP05906 2390.6370 DELPHINIUM cultorum Giant Pacific King Arthur

MP05893 2390.6380 DELPHINIUM cultorum Giant Pacific Percival

MP05894 2390.6390 DELPHINIUM cultorum Giant Pacific Summer Skies

MP05910 2390.9068 DELPHINIUM cultorum Giant Pacific Round Table extra mixed

MP03920 2420.9110 DIANTHUS chinensis heddewigii largeflowered double mixed

MP04127 2420.4470 DIANTHUS plumarius double rose

MP04126 2420.9140 DIANTHUS plumarius Spring Beauty largefl. double mixture
MP01900 2500.9130 DIMORPHOTHECA sinuata tetra mixed

MP08480 2720.2200 ERAGROSTIS elegans

MP02175 3150.0100 GENTIANA acaulis (kochiana)

MP00211 3290.5408 GOMPHRENA globosa QIS® Rose

MP02510 3400.3500 HELENIUM hoopesii

MP02514 3410.5500 HELIANTHEMUM nummularium mutabile Mixture

MP02328 3480.5320 HELLEBORUS foetidus

MP02530 3480.5300 HELLEBORUS niger Christmas Rose

MP02578 3640.2960 HUNNEMANNIA fumariifolia Sunlite

MP03265 3680.1100 HYPERICUM calycinum



Discontinued varieties (continued)
We regret that the following varieties are no longer carried out in our assortment:

MP02838 3780.2730 IPOMOEA tricolor Pearly Gates

MP02853 3780.2650 IPOMOEA nil (tric.) Milky Way white with pink star

MP02567 3785.6500 IPOMOPSIS rubra Scarlet Surprise

MP06120 4020.9190 LATHYRUS odoratus Little Sweetheart mixed

MP03010 4180.1250 LIGULARIA dentata Dark Beauty

MP03008 4180.5900 LIGULARIA przewalskii

MP03071 4290.1550 LOBELIA erinus compacta dwarf Blue Horizon

MP03106 4290.1310 LOBELIA erinus compacta Lilac Dream (sélection Bertrand)

MP03076 4290.1350 LOBELIA erinus compacta White Lady

MP03088 4290.2730 LOBELIA erinus pendula  White Cascade

MP00132 4293.4500 LOBULARIA maritima Minimum (Tiny Tim)

MP03798 4890.6110 NIGELLA damascena Miss Jekyll Dark Blue

MP04595 5060.9240 PAPAVER orientale Choice Mixed

MP05783 5310.9070 PHLOX drummondii Petticoat® mixture (FSN)

MP05813 5350.5800 PHYSALIS peruviana (edulis) Cape Gooseberry

MP06139 5540.3500 POLEMONIUM viscosum Blue Whirl

MP06336 5610.6755 PRIMULA vialii Miracle

MP07190 5950.1224 ROSA chinensis Angel Wings - EC® seeds

MP08373 6310.7500 SETARIA viridis reddish ornamental grass

MP04178 6660.5055 TAGETES patula nana Reine Sophie

MP07775 6780.1100 TEUCRIUM chamaedrys

MP07798 7200.6710 VERONICA spicata Alba

MP07906 7200.6760 VERONICA spicata Rosea

MP07901 7200.6300 VERONICA repens

MP07902 7200.3700 VERONICA spicata ssp. incana

MP05224 7240.9440 VINCA rosea Petite dwarf extra mixed

MP08105 7370.3670 ZINNIA elegans Lilliput Salmon Gem
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